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CLASS OFFICERS

CHESTER ALVA IHRIG -----------~----------------·-----··------

CHARLOTTE

RonERT

M.
K.

STIENHANS ··•------·----------··----- ______ Vice

PEPPER

President

President

- - - - - - ----- --- ------ .Secretary

ROBERT GUERNSEY SPRAGUE _____________ __ __ Treasurer

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

Sarah King Huey
Clara. B. Adolfs
.John Eldred Armstrong
Chester Alva. Ihrig
Doi:is May Bartlett
Robert Elgin James
Asa Will Jennings
Zoltan Bekassy
Peter Berger
Joe Browning Jones
Emily Henrietta Kuhl
Eleanor Hollister Blish
Aurora McKay
Robert C. Boney
Mary Annette Boyer
Hugh Ferguson McKean
Janet Margery Ra.dclyffe Cadman
Marjory McMichael
Dorothy Derby Carr
Verna B. Maxson
Helen Greenwood Carr
Gerard Matthew Miller
Margaret Shepard Chapman
Dorothy Solger Mittendorf
Harrison Sikes Cobb
Virginius Wilkins Moody
Ruth Hazelton Cole
Helen Adams Morrow
Anita Cross
Lucious Memphis Moseley
Gertrude Elizabeth Cum
Robert K. Pepper
Barbara Daly
George Livingston Pickard
Dorothy Frances Davis
Rowan Marquis Pickard
Howard Poole Delamater
Harriet L. Pipkorn
.John Welch Fisher
Frances Campbell Porter
Flora Lee Furen
Ruby Newcomb Quick
Bohuslav Glos
Martha.Janet Schanck
Robert Guernsey Sprague
Sa.rah Ethel Green
Ethel Blanche Hahn
Virginia Mary Stelle
Clementine Hall
Charlotte M. Stienhans
Louise Estelle Hall
Carol Margaret Walter
Richard Owen Harris
Stella Hyde Wes ton
Louise Bowen Howes
Isobel Gertrude Williams
Damaris Otwell Wilson

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

Thelma. Gay Cawood
Cyril Ellsworth Cockrell
Gottfried Eberhard Dinzl

Sterling Price Holland, Jr.
Cecile Louise Piltz
Cloydei Harlan Russell

CANDIDATE FOR BACHELOR OF Music DEGREE

Dorothy Ann Minter

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE

Olie Sherman Bandy
Carlo Morozzo

Rudolph Henri Fischer
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einhans Holds Lovely Breakfast

Miss Virginia Steele
Honored at Tea

Party For Miss Hill, Bnde-Elect

•:~-------------o'clock and Rfter the breakfast the

m~rning ,,va"' .,pent in :playing
bridge.
.
;\Then cores haJ been
a µrett)· no ·clty necklace was the
award given 1\1 iss .dary Ives or
Steinhan home, 230 E. lfr:'"? score: :ind L?uisc Ho ~es ~e. pc ud DJ:Ivc..
•as attracti e I ccn ed a damtr '-Ilk handkerch1 f
•1th bdlflJ of pink rose about the for ~o • ~ore.
rnoms, and Oil the small table O
.. hs · !Nl , ·a ~ presented
hich the btcakfast ·a serve; lon:l?_ piece
lmen.
The ucsts were: invited for 9 .30
_Tm 1ted for th~ breakfast and
·
lmdg-e were the l\11s9es E,•elyn Hill
Shirley Decker, Mary Ives,
Dean Iann, lice Willits, Janet
Cadman. Loui E.· Ho es, Tillie Moycri;, Rachael Crawford, Ester· Dnncan. ::ind Pc•r
uncan.

l\Iary

-

:Miss Charlotte Steinbans w~s
hoste. s last night at her home m
Copeland park, with a buff et supper, 110noring Miss Ruth Rowe an.d
Mr. Edmond Mose~, whose n;iarr1age •.vill be solemnized at 6 o clock
this evening at the home of the
bride's parents, :Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Saxton Rowe, of East
Pine street.
Members of the bridal party
were the guests. A tempting supper was served on the sun porch
verlooking Lake Copeland. The
table was charmingly graced with
a lrowl of roses and Shasta daisies,
and other garden flowers were
u ed advantageously about the
porch and other rooms in the
home.

Following the supper the party
repaired to the bride-elect's home
for rehe~raal of the wedding. The
guests were the isses Ruth, Helen a11d Estelle Rowe, and Edmond
Moses, Swanson Moses and Lambert Steinhans.

Mrs. John J. Carty entertained
with a tea on Sunday afternoon

Mrs. L. S. Burchard, Mrs, A. E.
Dick. Mrs. E. B: Menidson, Miss
Mar~~ Leonard, Mrs. A. L. Sercomb,
Mrs. Philip Halla, Mr. and Mt . J.
C. Chase, Dr. Grover, liss Eliza•
be.th McDonnell Miss Rushmore.
Miss Marjorie Weber, Mrs. A. B.
MuCaughley, Mrs. Clinton Scollard and Miss Edwards.

for the Kappa Epsilon sorority 1n
compliment to Mis&1 Virginia Steele
who won the sc.holarship at Rollins
College to study in France. The
home was effectively decorated
with pink roses aml asparagus fern .
Mre. Irving Bacheller assisted Mrs.
Carty in receiving.
Mrs. Charles
Campbell, Mrs. Hiram Po er1::1 and
Mrs. Van Cleve presided at the tea
table which was covered with a
lace cloth and centered with pink
roses • fern and tall tapers.
Among the guests were: Active
members of the sorority - the i t::::.;:r,.J..!. _
Misses Myra Thomas, Aurora McKay, Helen Porter, Gene Carter,
Charolette Steinhans, Lucme Tolson, Louise Howes and Margaret
McKay. Other guests were Mrs.
George Kraft, Dr. J. B. Thomas,
Miss Dorothea Thomas, Judge and
Mrs. J. L. Hackney, Mrs. Hamilton
Holt, Mrs. E. A. Potter, Mr. and
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his invitation - _to you
is mo st he :arty
To join u.s at our->

St. Patrick's Partf

I JTER.:v_EDI ATE COUNCIL LUNCHEO

FORT GATLIN HOTEL
FRIDAY ~,. V. 2~

. 75 cent "s

~

EUNICE DELANEY

J. H. PARK
S UP'IE IIY l •INQ

A •ata TAN T S U l' IE IIV la lN•

PII I N Cl l'A L

PII I NC l l'A L

ORLANDO . FLORIDA

.... . . . ......... in our .... .
per...

g

........ school at a salary of

t .... This notice, when signed by you,

OO eOO • • • • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · ·

becomes the equivalent to a contract provided, that you will

agree to abide by the rules of the Board of Education and that in the event you do not obtain a Florida teacher's cer,
tificate by November r;, 19 ..

. . . . . . this contract shall not be binding upon the Board of Education.

Kindly return one of the enclosed blanks by.

. ... with your signature to the statement

below to indicate your acceptance of this position.
Cordially yours,

I hereby ACCEPT-REJECT the above offer and consider myself bound by the terms thereof.
(Strike out word not intended)

Signature ............................... .

Kindly answer the following questions.
1.

What kind of Florida certificate do you hold?

What subjects or elementary grades are stated on your Florida certificate indicating those in which you are
certificated to teach?
1 I.

1

r r What subiocts or grade do you prefer to teach?

............... ................................................................. .... ... ..... "...
"1

rv.

In which school do you prefer to teach?

The Parent-Teacher Associations
request the pleasure of your presence
at a dinner

on Thursday, the first of October
at the Perrydell, 22 East Gore Avenue
at six o'clock

~t?
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.....
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as In/ormal Party
For Weik ..End Guests
Miss Dorothy l\.fcMakin entertained two tables of bridge gu~ts
yesterday afternoon in compliment
to her week-end houseguests, Miss
Elizabeth Crenshaw and Miss Viola
Yenawine of Jocksonville, and "Miss
Charlotte Steinhans who is in Orlando f ~r the week-end.
Other guests included Miss Hazel
Overstreet, Mrs. Francis Hand,
Mrs. E. W. Howard, Miss Mildred
Rood and Mrs. Robert McIntosh.
Each honor guest w&B presented
with a linen sports handkerchief,
and the guest holding high score
i·ith a compact, while the low score
prize. was a deck of cards.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Card
The University of Florida Summer Session 1931
I. Fill this in carefully as you wish it approved by the
Dean.
TRIAL COURSES

~:=~~~ge_ - - - - ~- Do you wish the following courses to apply, on the 1·equ · ments for
a degree? ......

21c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total of ___________________credits.

1

Appro~

,$,

-----·---·····----------B~~.;ll~-·····--····--·-·····

~ ~ - q . Dean.

The beautiful Randall e tate,
"The Ripple~" wa the scene of the
Rollin alumnae tea yesterday afternoon which honored the freshmen girl . From four to six o'clock
more than 150 gue ts including the
Rollin. alumnae throughout Central Florida and the honored guests.
Mr. Davi E. Fishback, chairman of the social committee of the
alumni a sociation, greeted the
guests at the large west door of
the spacious drawing room. Mi s
Catherine Lewis introduced the
guests to the receiving line, which
wa composed of Mrs. John
. P.
Huttig'; Miss. Clara Louise Guild,
Mrs. John T. Fuller, Mr . Edgar F.
Hiatt, and Miss Charlotte Steinhans.
Assi ting in the dining room were
ML Elizabeth Rand, Mr. . B. M.
Robin on, Mr . W. F. Blackman,
Mrs. W. M. Glenn, Mrs. Walter
Ro. e, Mi
J ab l Green, Mr . F.
G. Ru h, Miss Rebecca Caldwell of
Lake Wales, Mr . Donald Cheney,
:Mi ~ Janet Cadman. M:rs. Ca1·ol
Walte1· and Miss. Nancy Brown.
Otheu; assisting jn looking after
the pleasure of the guests were
Mi s Stella Wes ton. Mis Sarah
Adolph. Mii-s Mabelle o· ea1 and
Mrs. W. W. Yothers.
An exquisite French poLtery
bowl holding ro ei-; graced the 1·efractory table in the dining room
which wa. overlaid with a handsome imported cloth. Taper. ar1<l
flowers ca1Tied out a })ink and
green motif.
Refreshment al o
carried out thi.:- motif" and con~isted
of ra pberry ice, sandwiches, mint
jell and tea.
At five o'clock Robert Curr~,,
student of the Rollins Con ervatory
of Music, sang "Homing," "Water
Boy," "Ah! That the Silver Moon
Were Mine." Mr. Curry has a
natural pleasing voice, and sang
with much charm and
plendid
enunciation. He was ably accompanied by Walte1· Kimball, a fresh'Uli'D

at the college

Tb.c Department of Speech
Presents
11

SJl 'IARTY' S

P.ARTY "

A Play in· Ono Act
by
George Kelley

Univo~sity Convocation

July 29tl;l, 1931

" - when Smnrty gives a party nobody ever canes -·but Smarty not oven his M.pthor." ·
"

(Mrs. Audonroid)

The characters as y9u meet them -

Mor:,, housemaid
Audcnrcid

IV:xs.

Charles'
Mildred, his t:'if c

Sccno;

N'iss Eleanor Ki~b~man
I\ll.ss Charlotte S~cinhaus
w. Kenne th Millerr.
Miss Irene Taylor

Drawing Room of ·Mrs. Audcnroid's
A:rart::nont
4:00 in tho afternoon

Production Staff:
Director
Assistant Director

H.P. Consto.ns
. Miss Mac Blair

Assisted oy Class in.. Dramo.tic Productio~
Furr..ishings by" Courtesy Gainesville Furni turo

Company
Produced by special n:rrnngcment \rj. th
Samuel French of Nc11 York

r

~ - - - -

'Please answer any of the following questions that relate to your life so that the 'R._gllins Jflumni ~cord
may keep your friends in touch with you . .

HAVE YOUA new wife? A new husband? A new baby? A new home?
A new position? _A new complex? Any new honors?

A new automobile?

.

~

Wqe ~usit ~eparltttenf
of

'Qlqc Jltniucrsi~ n£ ~lnrroa

Tanipa Little Theatre
PRESENT

"JONES¥"

~ummcr ~c4nnl

3 Act Comedy

Jresett±i;

Thursday- May 28 - 8 :15

<cirqe Jlf'iffq ,nmtal

FEDERATED CLUBS BUILDING

Jlrnhudimt

''IRF~NE''
B.,v
James Monfl(omery and Harry Tierney
Adapted for Amateur Cast

UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUfyi
THURSDAY ANO FRIDAY
JULY 30TH, 31ST, 1931
8:15 P.M.

ALBERTA MURPHREE WORTH, Director
MR. BRUCE FRIEND, A istant Director
MR. JOHN W. DEB RUY , Director of Chorus
Miss JANE GRAHA r, Director of Chorus Dancing
MRS. JOHNSTON, Make-up and Costumes
MR. R. C. BEATY, Busines Manager
MR. RANDOLPH W. BoYD, Director of Publicity

---oCHA_R ACTERSANNE' JONES •
• . Grace '\VhHaker
MILDRED ELLIS . .
Mnry Jennne McKay
~IRS. JONES • . •
0 le B. Crum1t
A PLU IBER • • • •
. • . • • , •• Jim E. Wall
HENRY JONES • • •
• • • • • . Edwin Stlmp on
WILBUR JONE
Bonar Collb1son
BILLY IORGAN • • . . . • . . • • • Rayburn Gray
KATIE\ • • • • • . • • • , • , • ! • B. E. Steele
DIAN A DEVEREAUX • . • . . . . • Loi Dlsmukelll
STANLEY JA ICSO . • • • • • • . Norman Kirkconnell
ltlR. SILVERBERG • • • • • • • Dr. :!l. E. Plnitner
POLICEMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . , . Jack Ezell

---o~
ACT I-The Jone Living Romn-A Hwn1uer iuornlng.
ACT 2-The
ame-.that afternoon.
ACT 3---TJie sanae-the ne t rnornlng.
J)ANCE I TERLUDE
By JenDlle Lea'u
- 0 -

The opening of the bridge lessons was a great success.
If you were unable to be prE:sent at the opening come in
Wedne day-June 3--'the first lesson will be given again
for the benefit of those who mere unable to be present on
Monday evening-if they will register with Mrs. W. F.
Miller-Phone H 27-141-a.nd come early.
A door prize of a year's mem.bership in the little
Theatre
will be awarded Monday evening. Class meets in
this
building.
The morning playreadings hav

CLAUDE

L.

MURPHREE,

Accompanist

Costumes by John ton Costume Shop, St. Petersburg.
Stage Settings by Me srs. E. Merideth Hawkins,
.
William Hawkins and Bruce Fnend.
Scenery by Claude F. Lee, Florida and Lyric Theatres.
Lighting Effects by Messrs. John W. Wilson and Clyde C. Booth.
Garden Furnishings by The Gainesville Furniture Company.
Pent Hou e Furnishing by The Seagle Furniture Company.

been discontinued.

---<>Wanted 100
ew Members before the tournament dateJuly 23-24-2."t. Every one who attends the bridge lessons
paying the $1.00 for the eries wil1 have $1.00 allowed on
a membership fee when joining Or Rene,vlng membership.
Join Now and attend the bridge lessons-and see the

summer plays.

CnlI · a1 the Little Thea-tre . Work hop-21 Bench PinetDOROTHY ~IEADOW , Director.
PlayerH witching try-~JtH-.pJenKe t>hone H-3004 for
appointment.

''IRE.NE''
/

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Irene O'Dare . ........................ ................................................Virginia. McCall
Donald Marshall ................................................................... Bruce Friend
Mrs. O'Dare ............................................................. .............. Mrs. J. Colvin Brown
Mrs. Marshall ....................... .................................................. Margaret Douglass Sanders
Robert ''Bob" Harrison ............................................... ......Donald Thompson
HJ. P. ', Bowden .................................................. ..................Art H. Stafford, Jr.
Lawrence ''Larry'' Hadley ........ ............ ................ .......... .. William M. Myers
Helen Cheston .............. .......................................................... Edith Winston
Jane Gilmour ............ ............................................ .................. Shirley Bishop
Madam Lucy ...:................................................................... .. Neel Tyler, Jr.
Mrs. Cheston ...................:·· ····.. ····················...................... {

t~~~\JJ

r~:ns
1
Clarkson ......................................... ........... .............................Thomas Asson
Eleanor W Orth ............................................., .........................Ena M11e McAnly
Bennie, a guest of Bowden ................................................ Ben Darlington
La Rosita and Tamaro .................. .................................... { Jane Graham
William F. Hunter, Jr.

Dancers from A New York City Theatre ...................................... Dishman Melody Girls
Amelia "Billie" Smith (Miss Jacksonville in inter-state beauty contest
and first place winner ), Mary Burke, Rosalyn Braun, Eleanor Turner,
Thelma Boyer, and Mildred Evens - assisted by Mery Thomas and
Bill Hunter, under the personal direction of Florence W. O'Berry of
the Dishman School of Dancing, Jacksonville.

Girls' Chorus: ............ ...................................................... ~ ..................... Glenna Jenkins,
Maude Varnes , Nelda M. Sweat, Lesley R . Parrish, Wilma Bristol,
Grace Hale, Kittie Mae Craney, Annie H. Willoure, Lois Virginia Williams, Iva P. Webb, Mabel J. Spell, Grace 0. Sikes, Auror, L. Lloyd,
Excella Chapman, Marion C. Creel, Gertrude Clement, Dorothy Bean,
Vera Edwina Riker, Fannie Mae Andrews , Marguerite Douglass Sanders, Dorothy Sheely.

Boys' Chorus: .................. .... ...................... .......... .............................. Ben Darlington,
Herbert Spencer, Leanard F. Blankley, Jr., Collis Blair, Lee McCubbin, Shelton Baxter, Jerry Stearne, Thomas Asson, William M. Myer,,
Donald Thompson, Neal Tyler, Jr., Bruce F~-iend, Art H. Stafford, Jr. ,
James McMullin.

MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT I
OVERTURE
Opening Chorus ............................................. Professors and Society Girls
'' Hobbie '• .............................. ........................ Eleanor and Chorus
Dancing Chorus .......... Dishman Melody Girls
(Dishman School of Dancing, Jack onville )
'' Alice Blue Gown ~•.................................. .Irene
Music for Change to Scene II
Music for Change to Scene 111
'' Castle of Dreams'• .................................... Eleanor and Choru
"The Talk of the Town" ...................... Madam Lucy, Jane and Helen
"To Be Worthy" ............. .................... .Irene and Boy
Adagio ......... Jane Graham and Bill Hunter
Finale Act {.................................................... Ensemble
Incidental Dance .............. Mary Thoma of the Dishman Melody Girls
( Dishman School of Dancing, Jacksonville )
ACT 11
INTRODUCTION
Reminiscence-" Ca tle of Dream " ........ .Irene
Opening Chorus to Scene 11 ....................... Bowden and Ensemble
''Irene'' ........................................ .................. .Irene, Don and Ensemble
Dance ........................ Dishman Melody Girls
"We're Getting Away With It" .............. Madam Lucy, Helen
Jane, Don and Bob
''To Love You•• ........................................... .lrene and Bowden
''Skyrocket' ' . .................................................. Bennie and Ensemble
"The Last Part of Every Party".1'"· .. ....... Jane, Helen, Madam Lucy
Bennie and Chorus
Tango-La Ro1ita and Tamaro ................. Jane Graham
and Bill Hunter
Finale Act II-" Alice Blue Gown"
Waltz .......................................... ................ Mildred Evans and Bill Hunter
Acrobatic Specialty ...................................... Mary Thomas
Grand Finale -"I rene", "Skyrocket" ....... .lrene, Don, Ensemble
and Melody Girls

YNO PSIS OF SCENES
ACT I
Scene
Scene
Scene
ACT II
Scene
Scene

I.
The Patio, Donald Marshall's House
II. The O'Dare Home (tenement) New York City
111. The Patio l two days later)
I.
II.

Scene III.
Scene IV.

The Tenement (two months later)
The Pent House Terrace of Bowden's Home,
York City
•
The Tenement (after midnight)
ame as Scene II.
TIME: The Pre eflt

ew

The £:Jttle Theatre
pre1rn11

ROLLINS COLLE(}E GLEE CLUBS

T H E ROLLINS PL AYERS

in

in

THE MIKADO
or THE TowN of T1TIPU
An Operetta in Two Acts
By GILBERT and SuLLIVAN

1

WINTER PARK HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

CAST OF CHARACTERS
THE MIKADO oF JAPAN _________________ Philip Reece
NANK1-Foo, his son, disguised as a wandering minstrel,

and in love with YUM-YUM __._ _ _ _ Raymond Redding

P1sH-TusH, a Noble Lord
Y uM-Y UM

. . ;;;;~li~·~
·;~~·.~· · . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . .

Properties by Annie Campbell.
B EADED B UCKLE
of th.e Carolina Playmakers
,JoE MILLER ........................................._._............ _..... ........................................................ Ludolf Ebsen
Lou1sE BAILEY ........................................................-................................
.. .... Louise How es
AGNES MILLER ...................... _..... - - - ... ........................................... ...... Ann Hathaway
Mns. BURKLEY ........................................................................................... _ ....... Dolores lVJ1lie
Hr-:RB Sunrn ...,....................................
.............. .1 ohn II ampton
LEONA KING ................... ..................... .................
.. . .... ..Ilelen r'avanaugh
Scene : Mrs. Miller's living ro
Stage decorations by Pearl Pr or.
By FRANCIS

eight-fifteen

PooH-BAH, Lord High Everything Else --

·

THE

FRIDAY EVENING., MAY 20TH, 1927

Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner

THE T unfLE D ovE

By MARGARET Sco'.t'l' OLIVER
Cnonus .................................................. ................................................................. Colfax Sancletson
PROPERTY MAN .............., .......... .......................... ....................................................Julian Grahmn
Go~m BEARER ....................... .................... ........~ ....... ..... ~ .............. ·-·· · ··... .. ... Ru.vsell Fuller
CHANG-SUT-YEN ............._... ...
......... ...................
...Eilwco·d Sch11rmann
TnE MANDARIN ._..................... ... .. . .............. ................................... ........ Dillworth Jlc Coy
KwEN LIN
........ _............. _ _ _ _ _ .................................................. .Annie Campbell
FATE ................................................... .... ~~
D,mid ~chniu·k

THE

Frank Abbott
Albert Johnston
Paul Hilliard
Elizabeth Atkisson

PITTI-SING., Three Sisters-Wards of Ko-Ko ______ Eleanor Upmeyer
PEEP-Bo ___________ _ _ __ __ Hazel Darlington
KA.TISHA, an elderly lady, in love with N ANKI-Poo,
Edna .Wallace Johnston
CHORUS OF SCHOOL GIRLS
Catherine Adams, Alvera Barbor, Miriam Boyd, Mary Boyer,
Florence Butters, Jeannette Dickson, Dora Gasten, Anna Margaret
James, Beatrice Jones, Helen Link, Helen Westfall, Elizabeth
Wheatly, Marian Youngs.
CHORUS OF -NOBLES
Paul Hilliard, Walter Johnston, Charles Magruder, Gerard
Miller, Wilkens Moody, Philip Reece, Carl Warner, Donald White.
F. S. ANDREWS, Conducting
EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON, Chorus Master

GRAYJ

V.IOLIN :MA¼:ER OF CREMONA
By FRANC 1s CoPEE
Translated by .le ome K . .Jerome

TADDEO

FERRARI .................................................. ....--..................... -................. Robert Burha11.~
His DAUGHTER ......... ........... ·-·· ....··· - ·................................................ Jiary Hall

Gu.NNINA,

SANDRO · - - - -............................................. ..................................... ................. George Holt
PnILLIPPo _ _ _ _
. ........................................ Donald B_ McKay

Y°ILLAGER s--Dorothea lVylie, Harriet Gleason, Roxernarlf Conklin.
Marian McCu,tcheon , Lpuise Ingham , Glad,1Js 1Vilki11,qo11 .
Lillian Richma11 , Aurora -:JicKay_
Scene: Ferrari's Home; Cremona, 1750_

Costumes by Margaret Hiatt.

OrR Krno
B,1} LOUISE SAUNDERS
CROMWELL

PETRIE

.........................

MADDOX .......................................... ..,,. ..............................

EsTHF.R

.....................

Prnnk Abbott

.. ............_.................... .Joe

PRENTISS ................................................. _................... ..... _.........

.Jone.~

Dorothea Thoma.«

Mr. Petrie's living ro m at Palm Beach, Florida.
Properties by Rosemary ConMin _

Scene :

Plays directed by Dorothea Thomas.
Stage Manager, Albert Warn r .
Assistant Stage Manager, Fr~d Keiser.
Electrician, Austin Lacey.
Head Usher, Wilkins Moody.
Wardrobe Mistress, Annie Campbel}_
Judges: Prof_ H. F_ Harris
Mr. H _ S. Jacobs, of the Orlando Little Theatre
Mrs. H. C. Winslow
At the Door, Mrs. Cass.
~ Text Production : "The Dover Re ad;' hy A. A . Milne, in ,Tanuary.

t;E H
IR f'I.AY8
to a sizable audience and
interest rather longer
ible tn the general run
tri~l , the Rollins Players
Little Theater Workshop
night presented four plays unth direction of Mis Dorothea
n,icm'JI in the new recreation hall
ns College. The plays were
ful largely because of the
lllrt,tllflll thtee or four good perform•
ot in every case did these
er hold principal roles.
fltst, a Chinese play, entitl
"Turtle Dove," by Margare
OU-Yer, as a light amusin_
done in the ancient Chi
1 . In those days scenery
carce and imagination furthe greater part ot the
, so in the "Turtle Dove"
rt man is the most coni,tece in the setting. Col...._,.,J:111a.uderson, in the role of
deserves mention.
' Hathaway deserves 1peclal
andatlon for her work in the
d d Buckle," by Francis Gray.
d that the true test of
cttng lies in the ability of
ormer to express accurate·
pid succession th& varying
involved in a complicated
As a pretty wido~ed mother
fn a delicate eltuatlon, Miss
T ■bowed an appreciation
rt which justifies her repn a a good amateur. She
pported by Ludolf Ebsen,
Ho es, Dolores Wylie,
ampton and Helen Cavain the order of their a.p,li'1119&l~Ce.

,.
tolln Maker of Cremona,
ncols Copee, was made an
ble part of the 1>rogram b
ork of Donald McKay and
Burhans, with Mary Hall
orge Holt as the fate-tossed

The c(jttle T heatre Workf hop
RECREATION

HALL

ROLLINS COLLEGE
FEBRUARY

27, 1928

MY LADY'S LACE

By

EDWARD

K

OBLOCK

Moeder Kaatje __________________________________ Rosemary Conklin
Antj e ___________________________________________ GI adys Wilkinson
Mynheer Cornelis ____________________________________ J ohn Sugg Hampton
J onkheer Jan ____________ ---- .. -- --- ·-- - ------ - - - - ____ John Grey
Scene: The garden before Moeder Kaatje:s house.
Costumes and Properties: Rosemary Conklm.

WILL o'
By

THE

W1sP

DORIS HALMAN

The Country Woman _______________________________________ Annie Campbe~l
The White Faced GirL _____________________________________ Dolores Wyhe
The Poet's Wife __________________________________ Lillian Richman
The Maid ______ -------------·---------- _________ Harriet Gleason
Scene: Country Woman's Living Room.
Costumes and Properties: Annie Campbell.

E.i:

'l'ER THE HERO

.
By THERESA HELBURN
Anne ___________________________________________________________ Anne Hathaway
Ruth her sister ______________________________ Gladys Pell
Mrs.' Carey, her mother ____________________________________ Louise Howes
Harold Lawson _________________________________ Ludolf Ebsen
Scene: The Carey's Living Room.
Properties: Play Production Class.

NocTuR
By

SHELTON

E

SACKETT

Madame Aurore Dudevant ________ Dorothea Thomas
Solange Dudevant __________________ ----------- ___ --- _ _________ Mary Hall
Frederic Chopin _____________ . ________________ ____ Donald B. McKay, Jr.

Scene: The Study of Madame Dudevant's Pari
Costumes and Properties: Margaret Hiatt.

Home.

Director: Dorothea Thomas.
Stage Manager: Albert John Warner.
Assistant Stage Manager: Fred Keiser.
Electrician: Austin Lacey.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher: Wilkin Moody.
J

DOE

Profe sor H. F. Harris
Mrs. E. W. Packard
Mr. Harvey T. Warren
The next Workshop Production, "Ou.t ward Bound," will be
presented on March 14th in Recreation Hall. Reservations
may be made at any time by app]yino- to Mi Thomas.

Rollins Players Close Season
With Outstanding-Presentation
"Bl Cristo" and "Will o'
the Wisp" Are Judged
Best Plays Presented
This Season.

dramatice. Mr. McKay is an excellent character actor, doing best
work when playing an unusual role
filled with dramatic intensity, and
grief. The story of "EI Christo" is
an authentic reproduction of prac"El Christo," the play whfci. won tices which existed in Mexico when
..._
some member of an ambitious famthe national contest last year when Uy was chosen to relive the Christ,
presented by the Dallas Little the honor, then exploited for p01ititheater, was judged the best of all
d
D
those offered by the Rollins Work- ca1 en s.
olores Wylie, Lillian
Joh
.
.
.
Richman, as the mother,
shop this sea~on m the fmal c?n· Hampton and Robert Burhan wer
test last evening at the recreation ·others In the cast.
ball, and t?e players were awarded
A wlerd atmosphere was create
~be $25 P~,1~e, off~red by t~e ,?rgan- and held throughout the fantas
ization. Will O the Wisp was built around the old Scotch stor
aY"'arded t~e seco~cl prlz? of $15, ot the wm 0 • the wisp, which le
gn-en by Sigma Ph 1 sorority.
people across the moors to neve
Last evening's program was return, in the play of that name
made up of the dif!erent plays Lillian Richman played the role o
which had been selected as the best the wife, whose hUBband had been
of each group presented throughout lost in his attraction for the mysthe season, and were competing for terious haunting light which called
the final honors. Miss Dorothea him away. Her portrayal was
Thomas, the successtul director of good, with that of Harriet Gleason
the Rollins Workshop is to be con- as her maid. Dolores Wylie took
g1·atulated on the excellency of the au excellent part of the char "'Om•
productions o!ferecl, and the very an, later becoming the fascinating
atiafying close last evening to a dancer, the will o' the wisp. Mentioµ should also be made of the
ighly successful seaspn.
"El Christo,'' a difficult play at work of Annie Campbell in her dif•
est. was a triumphant production icult character role.
or D. B. McKay, Jr., playing the
'''l'he Violin .f ker of Cl'emona"
itle mle. and the culmination of and ''Ruhy Red'' were alt'lo present•
" Q.UYS~I
!n <;ollege ed, !~ lat!~r_ giYe!} !£!: t~e first

Little Workshop Presents
Bill To Open Gala Week
Th

The t:_Jttle Theatre Worl(Jhop
Presents

FOUR ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL

Little Theatre Workshop
ed
a
valuable contribution
prove
,
Oto
the success of Founders Week.
n
Thursday, February 21st, four oneact plays were presented to a _large
and unusually appreciative audi_ence.
These plays were chosen . wisely:
with due consideratio? of var~e~y. ~nd
pos ib1hties:
con t ra t , Production
available actors, and last but not
lea t literary value. Contrary to
the tradition of amateur perf ~rmances the curtain was raised on tune,
but the program as a whole_wa ~ntirely too . long. In cons1derat10n ,
of the audience, seated on non~-toocomfortable seats, either the mtervals between plays should be sh_ortened or the number of plays £~v:_
should be lessened. f It ro:{o know
·
to those o us
.
terestmg
cl . oy seeing their
the players an enJ t .c the Colk but to the gues o~
.
wor '
lly concerned with
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The l:_jttle Theatre Worl(Jhop
Presents

FOUR ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13TH, 1929
Minuette, Trio ------------------------ Bizet

"Two

CROOKS AND

A

LADY"

by EUGENE PILLOT
Lucille ______________
Helen Cavanaugh
Miller
Colfax Sanderson
Mrs. Simms-Vane ________________ Frances Arnold
Miss Jones ____
Eleanor Wright
Police Inspector ____________________________ C. W. Banks
Scene: Mrs. Simms-Vane's living room.
Stage Manager: Eleanor Wright.
Allegro, Trio ------------------------------------ Carl Bohn
Adagio, Trio
__________ Carl B ohn
''THE TRAVELERS''

by BooTH TARKINGTON
___________ Hollis Mitchell
Roberts ______________________________• _________ Thomas Built a
Mrs. Roberts
_______ Emily Bookwalter
__________________ Jane Folsom
Jessie -----------h
Luigi ___________________________ Robert Step ens
Maria ----·------·---- __________________ Theresa Miller
Mrs. Slidell ________________
___ Marjorie Rushmore
Fred Slidell ________________
_ _____ Alfred Rashid
Scene: An Inn in Sicily.
Stage Manager: Ruth Cole.
Intermission
"GREASY

LucK"

The J:_jttle Theatre Worf(Jhop
Presents

FOUR ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13TH, 1929
Overture:

Minuette, . Trio

"Two

B izet

CROOKS

AND A LADY"

by EuGENE PILLOT
Lucille - - - - - - - _________________ Helen Cavanaugh
Miller __ _______ _ _ _ _____ Colfax Sanderson
Mrs. Simms-Vane ---------------------------- Frances Arnold
Miss Jones --------------------------------- Eleanor Wright
Police Inspector _____________________________________ C, W. Banks

Scene: Mrs. Simms-Vane's living room.
Stage Manager: Eleanor Wright.
Selection: Allegro, Trio _________________.:_ Carl Bohn
Adagio, Trio
________ Carl Bohn
"THE TRAVELERS"

by BooTH TARKINGTON
La Sera _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hollis Mitchell
Roberts ---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomas Builta
Mrs. Roberts ----------------------------------- Emily Bookwalter
Jessie ______________ ---------------------------------- Jane Folsom
Luigi ------------------------------------------ Robert Stephens
Maria ____
_ __________________________ Theresa Miller
Mrs. Slidell _____________ Marjorie Rushmore
Fred Slidell ------------------------------------------------------ Alfred Rashid
Scene: An Inn in Sicily.
Stage Manager: Ruth Cole.
Intermission
" GREASY

LucK"

by RACHEL FIELD
Eunice Starbuck _ _ _ _ _
_ __________ Myra Thomas
Abbie ______
__ _ __
Marjorie McMichael
David Folger ---------------- - - - - - - - --------- George Holt
Uncle Chase _______________________ ____ Robert Pepper

Scene: Living room at Starbuck's, 1840.
Stage Manager: Emily Bookwalter.
Selection: Finali, Trio --------------------------------------- Carl Bohn
" THE TWELVE

PouND LooK"

by J. M. BARRIE
L ady Simms ---------------------------- --------------------------- Mary Hall
Sir Harry Simms ------------------------------- Wilkins Moody
Tombes ________
_ _ ____________________ Hollis Mitchell

Kate - ------------------------------------------------ Dorothea Thomas
Scene: The morning room in Sir Harry's home.
Stage Manager: Frances Arnold.
Director: Dorothea Thomas.
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher: Aurora McKay.
Judges: Mr. Henry Jacobs, Mrs. H. C. Winslow, Professor H. F. Harris.
TRIO

Mary Boyer, Violinist
Grace Cardwell, Cellist
Frances Vallette, Pianist
The Workshop's next production will be the stirring drama
"The Enemy" by Channing Pollock. It will be presented on
January 24th.

elve Pound Look'
}>roves Best, Thomas Plazing ~~
By J. MALCOLM FORBES
The Little Theatre Workshop
has never erred in overlooking the
fact that variety is the spice of
life, and the heart and soul of entertainment, &,nd the four plays
given on Friday, December 18th,
were no exception.
Thoie in the audience who Hke
to puzzle out how the situation
can possibly come out right, found
something of a brain-teaser in
"Two Crooks and a Lady," while
moralists of the past generation
must have felt a glow of satisfaction as virtue and courage received their just reward and sin was
shown to be folly.
For those liking the ghost-story
atmosphere and slap-stick comedy,
"The Travelers" provided spook}
uneasiness and considerable laugh
ter.
m
New Englanders had their pulse&
quicken as whaling ship days a
Nantucket were relived for them
in "Greasy Luck."
Last of all came "The Twelvf
Pound Look," easily the beat actecJ
and therefore the most telJing -<l
he four plays. It had a brfld ~
eal, for who has not known
'stuffed shirt"-an ihsecure inql
idual forced to pronounced ca
ceit in order to bolster up his u
easy confidence? How favorab
a real person of assurance •~
simplicity stands out in contras
As to the personnel-here
where we touch on tender gr;,'-'
Shall we be frank and conde'..
or shall we be pleasing and
ular?
The first play is easy to p
Colfax Sanderson is an old ha
dramatics and as Miller, the c
he Jived the part he had to play.
"Base Metal," but not too base, •ot
overdone. Frances Arnold, as the
paralyzed Mrs. Simms-Vane, was
endowed by nature or histronic
training with an exceptionally good
voice for the part. She was excellent, and was only open to criticism in having inartistically arisen
from her invalid's chair during the
applause. Lucille, the unfaithful
maid, was well rendered by Helen
Cavanaugh. Perhaps a little too
much the maid and not enough the
crook, but none the less, well done.
The assistants had small parts and
never had time to acquire the ease
(Continued on Page 2)

1:A

supposed to do. The f ormer wife,
Dorothea Thomas, represented
truth, beauty and goodness in the
simple form of a contented, strong•
charactered woman. Hollis Mitchell
as the butler Tombes was at his
best.
(Continued from Page 1)
In conclusion, let us say that
The Little Theatre Workshop dethat practictt would have provided. serves much credit for a happily
For t hose who look to details, diversified · bill of fare. Special
we might mention some clumsy en- mention should be made of the
tries, thanks to the arrangement of prompt start and the quick changfurniture; and the careless showing es. At two-minutes past 11 o'clock
of an uninjured hand after it bad the entertainment was over. This is
been tortured.
a step in the right· direction, and
What shall we say of "The if we might be forgiven for sayin
Travelers?" Some would say it was so, we should call it good psycholan amateurish hodge-podge, but let ogy not to give the audience enus not be over-critical. It was dif- ough, but to make them wish fo
ficult. Imagine an over-long play' more; and for our part we are al
depending on nothing save vague impatience 'till January 24 whe
fears! To get everyone in a large we can see "The Enemy."
audience - and it was large - to
really feel agitated and then relieved and then agitated again, was
a big order. It needed screams and
whispers, suspense and eerie noises, but not overdone. And they
were overdone; the cast was new
to the game,-new, but for Jane
Folsom, who helped out, and Hollis
:Mitchell-and by the way, what
did Hollis have on his head? It
looked like the fur hat of a Canadian sleigh driver. We decided
eventually it must be meant as
bair, but we hope he will not have
to wear it again.
The sight of our friends in
strange costumes and contortions,
always brings mirth, and when the
rear half of the audience felt sure
that it was all right to laugh, they
joined in. Bob Stevens was both
seen and heard, but as for the
others, we doubt if there were
many back of the tenth row who
understood what was going on, except that someone on the stage
had a "strange feeling" (this still
echoes in our nightmares and we
don't like it).
We had just about decided that
he rest of the evening was to be
evoted to the repetition of this'
, when the cuueia I fall ....
ter a brief paWle for recupertlon, "Greasy Luck" made its aprance, and the heart throbs already mentioned began to make
themselves felt.
Myra Thomas, as the patheti
fiancee of the luckless whaler, w
fairly chosen for the part, but pe
haps she was agitated at the re
she had to play, and in our 011:ion she had much rea.i:ion for o
feeling, as will be indicab•tl
ently-at all events it seemed to
be an effort (not always successful) for her to recall her part.
'Ibis was distracting. In other respects Miss Thomas' acting was
good and she had the audience
with her.
After George Holt had ducked
under the doorway and upset the
masterpiece (a picture) as everyone did, he presented his 6 feet
6 inches of brawn and muscle to
the audience, and many a youthul heart went pitter-pat. Even the
nnis costume of white shirt and
bite duck pants was overlooked,
aa the born and bred whale fishn strode across the stage.
ge was cut out for the part
nd be acted it well. As David
ntled by failure and stun~
tll pride, he got himself over to
e. His voice was loud and
, and those in the rear of the
baew that they were not for-

Varie Mark.1
Plays Given on

Friday Night

~

really the fault of the
ti.at the play did not get
r than it did, and that
that it didn't get over
IJ. It was this way:
treat the young lady
l7: and...pt-dis, an there is nothing
"tatii\g to the male audipoor love-making (for
hqw to make love as I
they?). As for the ladies,
e lovey-dove stuff began,
Y there were conflicting
• So George was in bad
·me whatever he did. And
e began nervously to maul
there was a cross current
ng throughout the audience.
·on was distracted and the
eived too little attention.
e McMichael rendered good
, and a s to Bob Pepper, he
gets a laugh, and Friday
ugh was two-fold, for besides
Bob as usual, was added his
f being George's fatherly old J
, which was hardly carried
Bab's relatively small sta- j
~d dark brown hair. By and
the play dragged from lack
anion, and some of the voices
too soft to carry.
I
-rile Twelve Pound Look" was
lrable in all respects and evone left contented. Mary Hall
tile blighted puppet of her
ncl, Wilkins Mcody, otherknown as Sir Harry SimThe audience shivered at her
Qf..ebaracter and fumed at his ,
conceit,-:-just as it was

Liffle or op Presents
Bill To Open Gala Week
The Litt e
proved a valuable contribution to
the success of Founders' Week. On
Thursday, February 21st, four oneact plays were presented to a large
and unusually appreciative audience.
T~1ese plays were chosen wisely!
with due consideration of variety and
contrast, producti9n possibilities.
available actors, and last but not
least, literary value. Contrary to
the tradition of amateur perform. ances the curtain was raised on time
b_ut the program as a whole was en~
tirely too · long. In consideration
of the audience, seated on none-toocomfortable seats, either the intervals between plays should be shortened or the number of plays _given
should be lessened. It may be interesting to those of us who know
the players and enjoy seeing their
work, but to the guest of the College, not personally concerned with
the players, the evening must have
seemed unduly long. Such a criticism seems applicable to the majority of events during the past week.
"The Fourth Wall," highly deserving of the Allied Arts Society
award which it received last year,
was written by Mar uerite At erbury. The theme was o int rest,
the lines were clearly expressed and
the movement fast. The ending
could have, but did not drag. The
cast was well selected; Helen Cavanaugh did an excellent bit of acting;
she lived her part and her gestures
·were natural.
Alice Kretsinger
seemed at home in her role, languid, silent-a dreamer. ·One won'. ders if Jane could act without her
1
· t o 1augh ;" 1n
. h er
gum, "to see h er 1s
1
last scene particularly she did a very
1
fine piece of work. The male cast
was less convincing; occasionally
one felt the actors to be mechanical,
ar again tending to "overact."
"The Birthday of the Infanta," by
Stuart
Walker, from Oscar Wilde's
1
famous story, was delightful. The
e
element of pathos, the charm of the
simple yet pitiful theme, was inimit' able. Aurora McKay and Colfax
Sanderson deserve highest commendation on their portrayals-seldom
do we see such excellent pantomime,
such brilliant, finished acting. The ,
~ supporting cast, too, was consistent
throughout. Frances Arnold retained her role as a sedate Duchess

I

in voice and carriage; Vilma Ebsen,
in fitting and stunning make-up,
achieved what is so very difficult to
achieve in such a part, inconspicuousness; to stand still when the
part does not demand action.
"Poison, Passion and Petrifaction" is certainly one of Shaw's best
nonsensical plays and was a necessary and worthwhile "comic relief."
The Director- and Stage Manager
are to be congratulated on this production. The use of the color wheel
and spot with the line, "My husband,
why do you change color," the angels
a la Ramona, contributed to the
mirth of the play in a most effective
I
manner. Frank Abbott, perhaps,
carried the greatest laurels; he was
screamingly ridiculous throughout.
Each of the supporting cast deserved applause; Myra Thomas in
her paper curls, Pepper in his derby
and mustache, Russ Fuller in his
landlord's attire-each added to the
absurdity of the situation. A few
words must also be given to the
"Copper" who attracted the lightning; he did so, brilliantly!
In stark contrast to the preceding play, Shaw's "Man of . Destiny"
was presented. The dramatic situation and element of suspense was
cleverly maintained. Joe Jones' portrayal of Napoleon was excellent;
he completely lost his own identity
in his brilliant acting. Mr. Bueno,
also, created a real and vital character, in voice, diction and facial expression; he proved himself to be a
true actor. Dorothea Thomas, more
convincing as a girl than as a boy,
showed clearly the value of expressive eyes. Colfax Sanderson, again,
made a valuable contribution.
I

It is an ancient maxim that '!No
play is a play until it is acted," but
play production is more than that. It
strives to translate a. conception, to
a:(Iect the spectator in the same way
that the artist has been affected, To
do this much depends on the medium,
on stage design. The costuming as a
whole was appropriate and noticeably :fine in all the plays. The lighting was inconspicuous and effective,
' though at times one technically
minded found difficulty in attributing the illumination to a logical
source of light. The stage sets were
fair; inadequate facilities no doubt
explain any lack in this realm.
It is said that movement that is
real and lifelike will tend to be symbolic, whether or not the director
and actors are conscious of that term.
This seemed indeed true in the four
plays given, for the lines of force
created by the movement of the play
were used to reenforce and help interpret the idea of the play.
The members of the Workshop are
to be heartily congratulated on their
spontaneous and brilliant performe

The i.Jttle Theatre Work!hop
Presents

F OU R ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL
FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Overture:

13TH, 1929

Minuette, Trio

Bizet

"Two

CROOKS AND A LADY"
by EUGENE PILLOT
Lucille _____________
Helen Cavanaugh
Miller - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------ Colfax Sanderson
Mrs. Simms-Vane _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Frances Arnold
Miss Jones
-------------------------------- Eleanor Wright
P olice Inspector
C. W. Banks
Scene: Mrs. Simms-Vane's living room.
Stage Manager: Eleanor Wright.
Selection: Allegro, Trio ----------------------------··--------- Carl Bohn
Adagio, Trio ____L ___________________________ Carl Bohn
''THE TRAVELERS''
by BooTH TARKINGTON
La Sera _______________________ Hollis Mitchell
Roberts _________________________ Thomas Builta
Mrs. Roberts ________
_______ Emily Bookwalter
Jessie
_____ Jane Folsom
Luigi
·----------------- Robert Stephens
Maria
___________________ Theresa Miller
___ Marjorie Rushmore
Mrs. Slidell __________________
Fred Slidell ______________
_______________________ Alfred Rashid

Scene: An Inn in Sicily.
Stage Manager: Ruth Cole.
Intermission
"GREASY LucK"
by RACHEL FIELD

Eunice Starbuck - - - - - - ----------------------------- Myra Thomas
Abbie ---------------------------------------- Marjorie McMichael
David Folger -------------------------------- George Holt
Uncle Chase ---------------------------------------- Robert Pepper
Scene: Living room at Starbuck's, 1840.
Stage Manager: Emily Bookwalter.
Selection: Finali, Trio ______________ Carl Bohn
" THE TWELVE PouND
by J. M. BARRIE

LooK"

Lady Simms ------------------------------------------ Mary Hall
Sir Harry Simms _________________________ Wilkins Moody
Tombes _____ ____________________ Hollis Mitchell
Kate __________
_____ _
Dorothea Thomas
Scene: The morning room in Sir Harry's home.
Stage Manager: Frances Arnold.
Director: Dorothea Thomas.
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher: Aurora McKay.
Judges: Mr. Henry Jacobs, Mrs. H. C. Winslow, Professor H. F. Harris.
TRIO

Mary Boyer, Violinist
Grace Cardwell, Cellist
Frances Vallette, Pianist
The Workshop's next production will be the stirring drama
"The Enemy" by Channing Pollock. It will be presented on
J anuary 24t h.

T he £:.:jttle Theatre Workfhop

The iJltle Theatre Workfhop

Presents

presents

THE R OLLI NS PLAYERS

"ENTER MADAME"

IN A PROGRAMME OF RE PIP ALS
RECREATIO

by GILDA V ARESI AND DoLLY BYRNE

HALL

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1980

Friday, December 7th, 1928
THE FLATTERING WORD,

by George K elly

Mary Rigley _______________________________ _ Louise H owes
Rev. Loring Rigley __________________________ Colfax Sanderson
Mrs. Zooker _ _ ___________________________________ Jane Folsom
Eugene Tesh ____
_____________ Joe B. Jones
Lena ______
_______________________ Jane Mathewson
Scene: The Rigley's living room.
Stage Manager: Vilma Ebsen.
Director: Dorothea Thomas.
EVERYBODY'S HUSBAND.,

The
The
The
The
The

by Gilbert Cannan

Girl __________________________ Eleanor Pressey
Maid _ _ _ _ _ ____________________ Alice Kretsinger
Mother ______ ____ __________ Frances Arnold
Grandmother _ _ _ _
_ ________ Mary Hall
Great-grandmother _______________________________ Helen Cavanaugh
Scene: The girl's room.
Stage Manager: Frances Arnold.
Dir ector: Eleanor Pressey.
(Intermission, IO Minutes)

THE YELLOW TRIANGLE,

by George Sutton

Henderson, a trader ____________________________ Frank Abbott
Helen, his wife ______________________________ Aurora McKay
Ali, her servant _______________________________ Colfax Sanderson
Dorand, Chief of Police _______________ Edmund Oelkers
Bardow, American Consul _______________ Stanley Schmeltzer
Aldini Viseram _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________________ Au'stin Lacey
Scene: Henderson's office-living room.
Stage Manager: Kenneth Eaton.
Director: Frank Abbott.

RosALI n., by J. M. Barrie
Mrs. Page _____________________________ Dorothea Thomas
Mrs. Quickly
________________ Elsie Braun
Charles Roche ------------------------------------___Ernest Zoller
Scene: Mrs. Quickly's living room.
Stage Manager: Myra A. Thomas.
Director: Dorothea Thomas.
The profits from this performance will go toward the
fund for new chairs.
The next Workshop production, in January, will be
" Icebound", the play by Owen Davis, which won the Pulitzer
prize in 1923. It will be the first long play by an American
author about American people that the Workshop has presented. Four unusually intriguing One-Act plays have been
chosen for production in February. Franz Molnar's "The
Swan" will close the middle-term productions in March. Seaon tickets for t~ese three programmes may now be obtained
from Dorothea Thomas.

RECREATION HALL
Gerald Fitzgerald ____________________________ Harvey T. Warren
Mrs. Flora Preston ______________________________________ Louise Howes
Tamamoto ___________________________________________________ Thomas Johnson
John Fitzgerald __________________________________________Colfax Sanderson
Aline Chalmers ______________________________________________ Myra Thomas
.
_______________ ..Aurora McKay
B ice ----------------------Albert Miller
The Doctor ----------------------------------------------Miss Smith :::__________________________________________ Ruth Cole
Archimede _____________________________________Alfred Rachid
Dadame Lisa Della Robbia _____________________ Dorothea Thomas
· {
.Emily Bookwalter

Semnts ------------ --- ------ -__:_ Mary Loui!:i:~:~:~
Act 1.

Hollis Mitchell
A bachelor's library in an apartment hotel in
Bo ton.
Morning.
Intermission

Act 2.

The same several weeks later.

Act 3.

The same the following morning.

Director: Dorothea Thomas.
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher: Robert Pepper.
Stage Manager: C. W. Banks.
Carpenter: Cyril Cockrel.
Properties : Mary Algee.
ENTRE AcTE SELECTIONS
1.

-----~---------W idor
Serenade
La
Danse __d_e_s _D
_ e_~ ~i;;ii;--·-----------rinnl

2.
3.

Song Without Words __
Spanish Dance No. 3

MARY

PHI BETA TRIO
Bo YER, P' iolinist
GRACE c~.
FRANCES VALLETTE, Pianist

Tchaik00>ski
Mosskuwski
L,

C el lid

On March 28th The Workshop will present Shake-=
spear's "As You Like It."

The c(jttle Theatre WorkJhop

The ~_'fttle Theatre WorkJhop

Presents

presents

THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL
FRIDA v, NOVEMBER 7TH,

"PINK AND
by

EDWARD KNOBLOCK

1930

p ATCHES"

MARGARET BLAND

Texie -------------------------------------------- Edith Moffat
Rexie ------------------------------------------ Emily Bookwalter
Ma ------------------------------------ Evelyn Murray
Mrs. Allen -~-------------------------------- Thelma Van Buskirk
Scene: Outside of the Hollyfield's cabin. '
" BocAccrn's UNTOLD TALE"
by HARRY KEMP

Violante Ugolini ----------------------------- Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Lizzia ---------------------------------------------------------------- E lsie Braun
Olivia _ ___ ____
_ _ _ Eleanor E . Wright
Florio ----------------------------------------------- Colfax Sanderson
Dioneo --------------------------------------------------- John Kelsey
Scene: Room in the home of Florio

"His

''MILESTONES"
'By

TRUE LoVE OR THE FAMILY SKELETON"
by DoROTHEA THOMA Lv CH

Mrs. Higgins __________ ---· _____ ------------------------------------- Jerry Trail
Maggie --------------- --------------------------- Polly Smith
Mrs. Buzbee --------------------------- Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Peter Pendergast -------------------------------------------------- Boyd Kyner
Aunt Het - - - - - - - --------------------------- Leslye Thomas Diffin
Mr. Buzbee --------------------------------------------------------- Robert Currie
Mrs. Gabbington ---------------------------------------- Celestina McKay
Her two daughters - --------------------------------------{ HEellen W eBllmanh
eanor use
Mrs. Smeed --------------------------------- Catherine Slemons
Mr. Smeed -------------------------------------- Thomas Hutchings
Mrs. J orkins --------------------------- _______ Isabell Jewell
--....---::----- Walter Reid

and

ARNOLD BENNETT

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

5, 1930

RECREATION HALL
Mrs. Rhead
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Elsie Braun
Rose Sibley _____________________
Eleanor Wright
Gertrude Rhead ______________
Frances Arnold
Ned Pym ___________
___________ ___ Coif ax Sanderson
4
Samuel Sibley __________________ Peter Stoner
John Rhead _________
George Holt
Thompson ______
Burleigh Dru~mond
Emily Rhead ________
Myra Thomas
Arthur Preece
Robert Houk
Nancy Sibley
Edith Moffat
Lord Monkhurst
Maurice Dreiser
The Honourable Muriel Pym ______
Polly Smith
Richard Sibley
--- John Kelsey
Webster
__ Robert Warfield
The Scene is laid throughout in the drawing room of a house
in Kensington Gore.
The First Act is in i 865 .
The Second Act is in 1890.
The Third Act is in the recent past.
Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson
At the Door: Mrs. Cass
Head Usher: Robert Currie
Scenic Craftsmen: Boyd Kyner, Walter Reid
Stage Decorations: Emily Bookwalter
Furniture and Props: John Kelsey
Wardrobe Mistress: Eleanor Busch

Entre Acte Selections,
PHI BETA Qu1NTETTE

Srhubert

March Heroique
(Act I and II)

The ~ jttle Theatre Work!hop
Presents

THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS
RECREATION HALL
FRIDA v, NOVEMBER 7TH,

"PINK A

D

1930

p ATCHES"

by MARGARET BLAND
Texie ________________
Edith Moffat
Rexie ---------------------------------------------------------- Emily Bookwalter
Ma -------------------------------·------------------ Evelyn Murray
Mrs. Allen _ _ _ _ _
_ ____ Thelma Van Buskirk
Scene: Outside of the Hollyfield's cabin.

"BocAccrn's UNTOLD TALE"
b'!J

ARRY

EMP

Violante Ugolini ___________________ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Lizzia - - - - -------------------------------------------- Elsie Braun
Olivia - - - - - - ----------------------------------- Eleanor E. Wright
Florio ------------------------------------------- - - - - - Colfax Sanderson
Dioneo __________________________ ________________________ _______________ John Kelsey
Scene: Room in the home of Florio

"His TRUE LoVE oR THE FAMILY SKELETON"
by DOROTHEA THOMA LYNCH
Mrs. Higgins ____________________ ---------------------------------- __ Jerry Trail
Maggie -----------------·---- ·----------------------------- Polly Smith
Mrs. Buzbee _____________________ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Peter Pendergast -------------------------------------------------- Boyd Kyner
Aunt Het ----------------------------------------------- Leslye Thomas Diffin
Mr. Buzbee -------------------------------------------------------- Robert Currie
Mrs. Gabbington ----------------------------- Celestina McKay
Her two daughters --------------------------------- ----· { HEellen W eBllmanh
eanor usc
Mrs. Smeed -------------------------------------------------- Catherine Slemons
Mr. Smeed -------------------------------------------------- Thomas Hutchings
Mrs. J orkins ------------------------------------- __ Isabell Jewell
..Mr. J-&dcins - - - - - - - - - - - _
Walte,: Reid
frs. Kemper ---------------------------------------------- Vivian Mousselet
Mr. Kemper ------------------------------------------------------ Tom Johnson
Mrs. Porter -------~--------------------------------------- Penelope Pattison
Mr. Porter --------------------------------------------------- Y ervant Aristakes
Mme. Esmerelda _________________ ----------------- _________ Jane Folsom
Galoosha -------------------------------------- Robert Warfield
Minister ----------------- - _________ ________ Robert Houk
Annabelle Buzbee ------------------------------------------------ Myra Thomas
Caroline Buzbee . __ ··---· __ __ _ ____ _____ __ _____ Frances Arnold
Arthur Meredith ------------------------------------------------ Peter Stoner
Best Man ---------------------------- ________ Richard Wilkinson
Scene: The Buzbee's drawing room.
Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch.
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher: George Holt.
Scenic Craftsmen: John Kelsey, Boyd Kyner, Walter
Reid.
Wardrobe and Properties: Elsie Braun, Emily Bookwalter, Eleanor Busch.
The Workshop announces with pleasure that the Phi
Beta fraternity will have charge of th mu ic for ·
oductions again this season.
The following selections will be played this evening.
Overture: March Militaire _ _ _ _ _____ Schubert
Entre Acte: Morning ________________
_ _ _ Grieg
Larghetto __ -------------------------------------- Beethoven
Beethoven
Allegro _ ___ _________
The Phi Beta Ensemble: Ann Briscoe, 'Cello; Martha
Reddick, Violin; Sally Sylvester, Violin; Vivian Douglas, Violin; Willie Pearl Wilson, Piano.

Please keep your tic Teets for this performance. They will
admit you to the performance of Zona Gale's, uThe Neighbors'' to be given at ten o'clock on the morning of November
2 1st in this hall. The play will be directed by Mr. Colfax
Sanderson.
The next play in the Workshop series "Milesto-nes', by
Edward Knoblock and Arnold Bennett will be presented in
this hall on December 5th.

PLAYS PLEASE

CRITIC IN Fms
BILL OF SEASON

Varied Program Satisfies Large Theatre
, Audience

'The opening bil'l of the Little
Theatre Workshop more than met
expectations on Friday evfening,
Noveniiber 7, and there were some
developments not expected. One
hero lost his moustache, and an, other lost his eyesight. The au- 1
dience lost itself in the plots, and
we trust the business manager of
the Workshop lost little by rather :
princely generosity in the. matter '
of free seats.
- In att~mpting .... to analyze the
merits of amateur d.r amatic ·pro•dtictions, one asks firs't; "What
may one reasonably expect an
amateur cast to accomplish? Or
what are the actors themselves
' real4y supposed to get out of it?"
On the answer to that query depends somew:hat . the reply as to
what the audience is supposed or
intended to gain from such pre~
sentations as those of ;the Little!
Theatre Workshop.
The students in the department
1
learn much, and what they are
I learning' is not always · immediate- '
ly apparent to the casual observer.
They acquire self-confidence beIfo,r e an audience, con·ect speech
' habits, acquaintance often- with
memorable dramatic literature,
: trained memor,y through the mastering of roles, pract'ical knowledge
of sitage production, and finaNy a
critical approach to such drama as
/ they may see per:f ormed by recognized masters of the profes-

I

I

I

I

!

Ii sio.;!j,e audience beholding college
iJ dramatics is one which pretty
clearly appreciates that the chief
value of the performance belongs
first of all to the student-actor 1
rather than to the behold-critic.
Wihene}ver the audience ac:tual)Jy
nnjoys what the student cast find
value in presenting ,then one may
feel with some reason that the
evening has peen well spent by
all concerned. This we think can
be said of the first bill presented
during the current college season
by the Little Theatre Workshop
under the direction of Dorothea ,
Thomas Lynch.
I
The one-act plays were chosen
to suit a varied range of taste.
''Pink and Patches," by Margaret
Bl~nd was both delicate and sincere. The author avoided the pitfall of the pseudo-authorities on
mountaineers and their dialect.
The dialogue is flexible i~ itself,
with no strained reliance for effect upon the undigested figures
o:f speech. In other words, though
slight, "Pink and Patches" is 3:
one-act play rather than a transcript from some one's non~ too
reliable note'book. It has dramatic
suspense, so.undlly based on the
characterization, not forced onto
it from the outside. Miss Moffat played with reality and restraint, nor did this observer notice any special farlure to lose
rself in the role she was play-

I

I

ing, that of a rebel against the
drab.
"Ner mind, I'll keep on chasing
cows and wearing brown calico
and patches, but I'll keep on hatin' cows an' hatin' calico an' hatin'
patches." It is not so far a cry
as it seems to Milton's lines for
Lucifer:
"And courage never to sub- 1
mit or yield;
And what is else not to be
I
overcome ? "
So much for the play and for
Texie. As to the other players in
"Pink and Patches", the honors
of the evening, with one exception, very likely go to Evelyn
Murray in the role of Ma. Miss
Murray looked her part and
played it both. In another play
on thei bill the old lady was rather
too good looking an old lady to
fit the characterization entirely.
Methought tbe bloom of youth
shone through the pallor of old
age. But Miss Murray w~s convincing' in make-up and in cliaracterization as well. EmHy Bookwalteras Rexie exhibited just the
appropriate amountp
appropriate solicitude for what
seemed to be a sore toe that Huck
Finn might weU have regarded as
authentic.
Miss Van Buskirk
made the most of a rather slender
role, though we wish the author
might arrange in the future for
Mrs. Allen to come back to Texie
with a brand new dress in just
the right shade of pink. But that
would spoil the play, and would
have cancelled for us that last
undaunted curtain speech which
made us think of Lucifer and all
that. That the actors were able
to make us feel for Texie is pretty good evidence that the presentation did what it set out to do.
In dramatic and literary merit,
of course, the high light of the
evening was Harry Kemp's "Bocaccio's Untold Tale."
Twenty
years from now some Rollins college student will undoubtedly share
this writer's experience last Friday
night. He will, long before then
we trust; sit through a one-act
play or a three-act play, and behind each speech of every actor
will hear the voice and see the
personality of some classmate now
in college who some day will be
famous in the world of letters, as
is Harry Kemp in Europe as well
as in America. Let us hope such
a Rollins raduate ma not need

to wish that the dramatist in his
lean college years might have had
enough advance royalties on these
'plays of his to keep him from going altogether hungry,
.There lacks space here to trace
this play of Kemp's written as a
tribtit.e to his dead wife, Mary
Yyne, who at Provincetown was a
member of the original company
under George Cram Cook which
:first presented the plays of Eug'ene O'Neill to the literature · of
the world. The real Lady Violan- 1
te in the drama of Kemp's life I
story is nameless now.' Her role
on the stage was handled ·with
complete success Friday night
by Dorothea Thomas Lynch, who
is scarcely now to be classed a s
less than professional in her handling of the. role. Mrs. Lynch in
this part and Miss Murray, as al- 1
1
ready specified, gave the most
finished production of the even- !
ing.
·I
The Florio of Mr. Sanderson
wa~ handsome, well spoken, and
sufficiently powerful. The dfec- ;
tiveness of the denouement has
been skillfully prepared for by the
dramatist, Harr.y Kemp. I have
seen this part played with more
restraint in the final picture, just
a glimpse of that blood-stained
face ~nd the remainder •o ltjhe
part carried by the voice, and by
the action. Yet if this particular ·
scene last Friday were only a trifle over-played rather than un- 1
derplayed, the source is in the vi- ·
tality and sincerity of the actor,
whose voice is thrilling in quality
and at all times under a-vtistic ·
control.
John Kelsey had little· to do in
the part of Dioneo, except to wear
a rather flowery doublet in the
best medieval Florentine tradition.
Miss Wright showed best in her
scene with the blinded Florio.
Kemp's words describing the
beauty of Olivia would be difficult even for a Jane Cowl or Elsie
Ferguson to live up to. In the
words of the great political
spokesman oi the White House,
be beauty of Olivia in the produc1

1

1

epose that Miss Wright achieved
er best effect, and in that she
was excellent.
·I
As to Miss Braun who gave a
delightful rendition of Wbistler's
famous grandmother, the characterization itself was competent
and her voice attractive. Harry
Kemp is to be held responsible for
her one false step. When the
aged Lizziea replies to IFlorio's
agonized cry for the tr~h p:-e. garding the beauty of his lady
Olivia, and when his trusted nurse
replies "She is surpassingly ugly".
who would have supposed that
Elsie Brau11 would have told him
such a whopper.
Now, I don't
really know what to believe. To
my unpracticed eye the Lady Olivia more than met all expectations. (Look Backward, Angel, to
the first paragraph of this current
dissertation on the American
drammer. We thank .y ou.) But
still I can't believe it of Elsie. 1
The third one-act play on the
Friday night 'bill was wisely chosen for comic relief after the bar- ;
rowing situation and effective
presentation of the "Untold Tale."
(By the way, if any Rollins student should find himself wondering what sort of tales Boc~cio did
not leave untold, I think I could
tell him where a copy is to be proC'ured. But the naughtiness of
Bocaccio's is often so dismally related that I am not certain the
searcher for illumination would
feel himself sufficiently_rewarded. I
It is, however, -a source book for !
fiction plots, though it takes the
ingenuity of a Kemp to tell a tale ,
which had been left untold for
centuries.)
j
"His True Love or the Family
1

!

1

1

Skeleton"reveals the accomplished

1

ous rival in dramatic composition
to the gone but not forgotten author of Christopher Morley's Hoboken presentation of the mellerdrammer of the Eighteen Forties
entitled "'After Dark, or Neither
Wife, Maid, nor Widow.
This is
a drama your review~r saw presented one evening in the waterfront theatre where Morley made
such a go of Hoboken slumming
and filled good old German mugs
with a beverage too full of
needles. My companions on that
occasion were Frank Abbott ia,nd
Ben Pound. Their comments on
"'After Dark" had best r·e main unilluminated here. (Freshman will
not understand about this. Frank
and Ben today are remernlbered
only by the seniors.).
Now as a reviewer endeavoring
to express his gratitude to the
1
management of the Little Thiatre
, Workshop for two perfectly good
frolnt section -complimentary rleserved seats, .y our dramatic crickI et would like to exhaust the die, tionary, but he will refrain. By
this time, anyway, Editor Hall has
I used his scissors tw(mty parasangas back. If you have read
this far in this concoction, you
may rest assured that the Sandspur this week was much in need
of copy.
,
But these are
on I

1

1

t

1

The ~jttle Theatre Wor!(Jhop
presents
'' MILESTONES''
'By

EDWARD KNo:BLOCK

and

ARNOLD BENNETT

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

5, 1930

RECREATION HALL
Mrs. Rhead
Elsie Braun
Rose Sibley ______________ Eleanor Wright
Gertrude Rhead -------------------------- Frances Arnold
Ned Pym
J
______________ Colfax Sanderson
Samuel Sibley
________ Peter Stoner
John Rhead __
George Holt
Thompson ----------------------Burleigh Drummond
Emily Rhead __________
Myra Thomas
Arthur Preece __________
Robert Houk
Nancy Sibley
Edith Moffat
Lord Monkhurst
Maurice Dreiser
The Honourable Muriel Pym
__ Polly Smith
Richard Sibley
_________________________ John Kelsey
Webster
________ Robert Warfield
The Scene is laid throughout in the drawing room of a house
in Kensington Gore.
The First Act is in i865.
The Second Act is in 1890.
The Third Act is in the recent past.
Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson
At the Door: Mrs. Cass
Head Usher: Robert Currie
Scenic Craftsmen: Boyd Kyner, Walter Reid
Stage Decorations: Emily Bookwalter
Furniture and Props: John Kelsey
Wardrobe Mistress: Eleanor Busch
Entre Acte Selections,
PHI BETA Qu1NTETTE

March Heroique

Schubert
(Act I and II)

Schubert
Andante
Movement Musical ____________
Schubert
(Acts II and III)
Czardas
Monti Cserwonsky
Selected Piano Solos
Anne Biscoe, Cello
Martha Reddick, Violin
Kay Goss, Violin

Willie Pearle Wilson, Piano
Sarah Silvester, Violin
Vivian Douglas, Violin

We wish to thank Mr. Baylarian of Orlando Furniture
and Auction Company for his courtesy in loaning several
pieces of furniture.
On Tuesday, December 16, The Little Theatre Workshop,
in combination with the Glee Clubs, will present a Christmas
Programme under the auspices of The Tuesday Evening
Lecture Series in this Hall. "Dust of the Road," an unusual
Christmas Play, will b directed by Miss Mary Hall for
this occasion. The Public i cordially invited.
On January 12, the Pi Beta Phi F raternity will sponsor
a production of "March Hares," by Harry W agsta:ff Gribble.
The· production will be under the supervision of Dorothea
Thomas Lynch with Colfax Sanderson as Director. This
delightful comedy is not included in the general program of
The W orkshop. The usual prices for Reserved Seats . will
prevail.
George Bernard Shaw's "Candida" will be presented on
January 30 at half past eight, in this Hall. This is the next
regular production of The Workshop. Dorothea Thomas
Lynch will be supported, in the role of Candida, by an unusually experienced cast.

.D.lestones" Presented By Rollins

,..... ~•!'.l.• .

Players Of th~ Little Work Shop
By JERRY KNIGHT

"Milestones," a drama by Edward Knoblock and Arnold Bennett, was presented at Recreation
hall on the Rollins College campus
last evening by the Rollins playeri;
of the Little Theater Work Shop.
The play deals with the progress
of ship building from wooden ships
to iron ships and then in turn to
those of steel. Each generation is
progressive and favors the change
while the older generation fights
progress.
"This play offered some of the
students of the W 01·k Shop the
opportunity of showing their ability to accomplish the very difficult task of playing youth, middleage, and old age in the same production and in the same character."
Outstanding work was done hy
Miss Elinor Wright, playing Rose
Sibley, who appeared throughout
the play in a part calling for the
porti-ayal of the young sweetheart,
the middleaged wife and mother,
and the old lady celebrating her
golden wedding anniversary. Miss
Wright was both very beautiful
and quite convincing in all of her
acting and was by all odds the
outstanding performer of tJ.i.e cast.
Peter Stoner, playing Samuel
Sibley, while not having as lengthy
a part as some of the others took
off his impersonations in excellent
manner. Playing the part of a
gruff and rather stubborn brother
to Rose set off her character well
as he did that of the leading man,
John Rhead, played by George Holt.
Stoner's part was largely one
which served to show up the leads
and he did his task in excellent
shape giving the best performance
of the group in the second act
which called for a confirmed bachelor of fifty years who had recently
married and become the father of
a son. Stoner's acting was both
amusing and convincing.
Frances Arnold, playing Gertrude Rhead, sister of John Rhead,
who was doomed to spinsterhood
thruogh the cl .... sh of wills and the
march of progress did excellent
work in the second and third acts
in which her part called for middle
age and old age.
Miss Arnold
failed to be nearly so convincing as
the dashing young girl of 1865 as
she proved in the role of the middle
aged spinster.
Colfax Sanderson, playing as
Ned Pym the comedy relief, did excellent work in the second act and
produced an English dialect that
could easily have been cut with a
knife so thick was it.
Myra Thomas, as Emily Rhead,
~nd Robert Houck, .as Artlwr
Preece, both did very. creditable
acting appearing only in the second and third acts. Miss Thomas
was better in her portrayal of
youth in the second act than middle age in the third. Mr. Houck
was, for his part, more convincir1
as the older man.
The next Work Shop production
will be that of µ. B. Shaw's Candida on the night of January 30.

The ~(.jttle Theatre Workshop
Presents

The ~ jttle Theatre Workfhop
presents

TWELFTH NIGHT
by

WILLIAM

"CANDIDA"

SHA K ES P E ARE

By

RECREATION HALL
APRIL 9TH AND 10TH
Mis s ANNIE

GE O RGE

B ERN AR D SHAW

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30. 1931

R u ssELL

RECREATION H ALL

Director of Production
Viola _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Sea Captain _____________ Richard Wilkinson
Sailors _ ________________ George Barbor, Robert Stuffelbeam
Duke Orsino
._ _ __ _______________ Robert Currie
Curio _________________ Barton Mumaw
Valentine ___________________ Burleigh Drummond
Sir Toby Belch _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ Peter Stoner
Maria _________________________ Betty Childs
Sir Andrew Ague-Cheek ________________________________________Boyd Kyner
Clown, Feste ________________________________________________ Robert W ar:field
Olivia ---------.,.------------------Eleanor Wright
Malvolio __________________________ Colfax Sanderson
Ladies __________ Isabel Jewel, Celestina McK ay
Sebastian ___________________________________Jack Kelsey
Antonio _______________________._________________ Thomas Johnson
Fabian -----------·---·--------------------------------------Victor N ewton
Officers __________________________ George Barbor, Robert Stuffelbeam
Friar - - ~ - - - - - _________________________________ .B arton Mumaw
Act I.
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Act II.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The Sea Coast of Illyria.
Duke Orsino's Palace.
A Room in Olivia's House.
Duke Orsino's Palace.
A Room in Olivia's House.
Street Before Olivia's House.

Miss Proserpine Garnett

Ann C hapin

Reverend James Mavor Morell

~ eorge Holt

Reverend Alexander Mill

Robert Currie

Mr. Burgess
Candida

Henry Jacobs
Dorthea Thomas Lynch

Mr. Eugene Marchbanks

Colfax Sanderson

The Scene is laid throughout in the sitting room of the Reverend
James Mavor Morell.
The First Act, a morning in October.
The Second Act, late that afternoon.
The Third Act, late the same evening.
Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch.
Assistants: Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson.
At the Door: Mrs. Cass.
Head Usher : Myra Thomas.
Scenic Craftsmen: Boyd Kyner, Victor Newton.
Furniture and Props: Isabel Jewel, John Kelsey.
Wardrobe Mistress : Eleanor Bush.
The Phi Beta Fraternity will furnish the music between acts.

"He Who Gets Slapped,,, will be presented in this hall on Thursday,
February 19th .

.at tne J.Joor: Mrs. ~ mtlle c..;ass

The J:Jttle Theatre Workshop
Presents

TW ELFTH NIGHT
by

WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE

RECREATION HALL
APRIL 9TH AND 10TH

R ussELL
Directar of Producti•on
Miss ANNIE

Viola
Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Sea Captain ________________ Richard Wilkinson
Sailors
George Barbor, Robert Stuff elbeam
Duke Orsino __________________________________________ Robert Currie
Curio __________________ Barton Mumaw
Valentine ___________________________ Burleigh Drummond
Sir Toby Belch ________________________________Peter Stoner
Maria _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________________ Betty Childs
Sir Andrew Ague-Cheek ________________________________________Boyd Kyner
Clown, Feste _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ Robert Warfield
Olivia _ _________________Eleanor Wright
Malvolio ____________________________ Colfax Sanderson
Ladies ____________________ Isabel Jewel, Celestina McKay
Sebastian _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ Jack Kelsey
Antonio _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _________________ Thomas Johnson
Fabian ______________ _ _ _ _________________ Victor Newton
Officers ______________________________George Barbor, Rob ert Stu:ffelbeam
Friar - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------. Barton Mumaw
Act I.
Scene 1. The Sea Coast of Illyria.
Scene 2. Duke Orsino' s Pal ace.
Scene 3. A Room in Olivia's House.
Scene 4. Duke Orsino's Palace.
Scene 5. A Room in Olivia's House.
Scene 6. Street Before Olivia's House.
Act II.
Scene I.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.

Street in a Seaport Town.
A Room in Olivia's House.
Duke Orsino's Palace.
INTERMISSION

Act III.
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Act IV.
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene

1.
2.

3.
4.

I.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Act V.
Scene 1.

Olivia's Garden.
Street in Illyria.
Olivia's Garden.
Room in Olivia's House.
Room in Olivia's House.
Olivia's Garden.
Street before Olivia's House.
Cellar in Olivia's House.
Olivia's Garden.
Olivia's Garden.

Music in Production and Between Acts by Phi Beta Fraternity of Music and Drama.
Director of Workshop _ _ __ _ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Stage Manager
---------------------------------- Mary Hall
Assistant _ __ _ ___;:_;___ __ _ _ _ _ Marian Morrow
Scenic Craftsman __ _ _ _ _________ Boyd Kyner
Assistant __________________Robert Warfield
Electrician ____________ _ _ _ __ _____ Robert Cleveland
Costumes ________________________ Play Production Class
Prompter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mary Lou Shippee
At the Door ______________________ _ ______ Miss Emilie Cass
Head Usher ______________________ _,___________________ Elsie Braun
Publicity ________________________Colfax Sanderson
We acknowledge with deep appreciation the courtesy of
Lucy Little's Flower Shop in loaning us the shrubbery for
our Garden Scene.
The Little Theatre Workshop will present in this Hall
on May 1st a group of three One-Act Plays, this will be the
last production before the Play Contest.

The £:_fttle Theatre Workfhop
Presents
THE ANNUAL PLAY CONTEST
RECREATION HALL
FRIDAY, MAY 22ND,

1931

"POACHED EGGS AND PEARLS"

By

GERTR U DE JENNINGS

Lady Clara Teviot
______ Jane Folsom
Lady Mabel Corroby _____________________________ Jerry Traill
The Duchess of Froom
Mary Race
Miss Deacon ______________________ Thelma V anBurkirk
Lady Penzance
________ Vivian Skinner
Lady Elizabeth
Isabel Jewel
Bill Smith ___________
Victor Newton
George Williams
Robert Stufflebeam
Jimmie A eland
_________________________________ Rhea Smith
Scene I.-The Canteen Dining-room.
Scene II.-The Pantry.
Stage Manager: Gwen Heilman
Director: Dorothea Thomas L ynch
"THE HOUSE WITH THE TWISTY WINDOWS"

By MARY p AKINGTON
James Roper, K. C. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ George Holt
Charles Clive ______
John Kelsey
Lady Ponting ______
Eleanor Wright
Stepan
__ Richard Wilkinson
Heather Sorrell
______ Myra Thomas
Anne Sorrell
______Elsie Braun
Derrick Moore
Robert Warfield
Scene: A cellar of a house in Russia during the "Red
Terror."
Stage Manager: Elsie Braun
Director: Colfax Sanderson
"THE DUKE AND THE DICES"

By

HoLWORTHY HALL

Adolphe Seitz __________________________ Peter Stoner
Mike _ _ _ ____________________________________ Boyd Kyner
~ary !aynor _________________ Helen Wellman
Duke Bryan ------·------- _________ Colfax Sanderson
Al Mudge _________________ Burleigh Drummond
Chicago Joe ____________________ George Barbour
Scene: The manager's office of a popular "speak-easy"
restaurant, eleven-thirty at night.
Stage Manager: Mary Jim Foley
Director: Mary Hall
Scenic Craftsman: Boyd Kyner
Electrician: Robert Cleveland
At the Door: Mrs. Cass
Head Usher: Robert Currie
Following the performance, the audience is cordially invited to meet the players on the stage. After the ballots
have been counted, prizes will be awarded to the play receiving the highest number, and to the player who has shown
the most improvement during the year. The Pi Beta Phi,
joint hostesses for the evening, are presenting the personal
prize, while the Little Theatre Workshop is presenting the
prize for the winning play.
We wish to thank Mr. Foster Fanning most cordially
for his kindness in lending us a kitchen sink, we are also
most grateful to Mr. Scobie, Mr. Andrews and Mr. Barnes
for the use of their uniforms.

PI BETA PHI
PRESENTS

THE LITTLE THEATRE WORKSHOP
IN

1 r1fl
''
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BY

HARR y

w AGSTAFF

GRIBBLE

ROLLINS COLLEGE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
JANUARY

12,

1931

R. C. BAKER, Inc.
Featuring New Spring Sportswear for Men
AT THE CORNER, DOWN TOWN
"We outfit 'em from six to sixty"

COMPLIMENTS OF

CITY STORAGE GARAGE
150

Welborne Avenue

3 Io E. Park
Avenue

Telephone 74

"FINE PRINTING

FOR THOSE WHO CARE"

Winter Park
Florida

JtCariam' s ~eauty Shop
Telephone

346 East Park A venue

113

Lucy Little's Flower Shop
238 East Park ~venue
FLOWERS BY MAIL

Telephone 3 5

THE B00QRY
T-h-·e H-a-u-n-t-e-d B-o-o-k S-h-o-p
105

New England Avenue

Winter Park, Florida

AFTER THE SHOW, DANCE oR PARTY, EAT AT

·J'(Jacf( &9 Hall Cafe
WINTER PARK

PI BETA PHI FRATERNITY
Presents

The Little Theatre Workshop
tn

"MARCH HARES"
By HARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE

RECREATION HALL, ROLLINS COLLEGE
MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 12, 1931

at 8:I5 o'clock

THE CASTE
Polly Smith

Ethel

Mary Hall

Mrs. Janet Rodney

Pete Stoner

Edgar Fuller

Colfax Sanderson

Geoffrey W arham
Olive

John Kelsey

-

Edith Moffat

Janet Rodney

Thelma Van Buskirk

Claudia Kitts -

Doris Lang

The Cook
Mr. Brown

Burleigh Drummond

-

Action takes place in the house of Mrs. and Miss Rodney near New York
City.
TIME: Some week-end.
AcT I:
Just about dinner time.
AcT II: Just about bed time.
AcT Ill: Just about luncheon time.
Director: Colfax Sanderson.
cPublicity: Mitzi Mizener.
Properties: Peggy Pratt.
Tickets: Miriam Sprague.
At the door: Mrs. Cass.
Head U1her: Dorothy Livingston.
Furniture by S. L. Yon, Orlando, Florida

~qe Ifiittk

~qeatre ~orkslyop

OF ROLLINS COLLEG E

T
FRIDAY, DECEMBER

"THE

4, ~931

ADMIRABLE CRICHTON"

By J.M.

BARRIE

Crichton
Colfax Sanderson
Ernest _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Robert Currie
Agatha
Betty Childs
Catherine
____ Celestina McKay
Lady Mary Lasenby
Eleanor Wright
Treherne
Theodore Turner
Lord Loa
Robert Warfield
Lord Brocklehurst
John Kelsey
Tweeny
Marilouise Wilkerson
Fisher
______ Vivian Mousselet
Lady Brocklehurst
__ Frances Arnold
Tompsett
William Walters
Mrs. Perkins
__ Phyrne Squier
Simmons
__ Jeanne Fontaine
Jeanne
_______________________ Marian Morrow
Jane _____
__________ Marguerite· Libbey
Gladys
Lottie Turner
Fleury
Richard Pittman
Rolleston
______ Harry Lord
John
Edwin Libbey
A Page
·---------- Marvin Norton
Officer
___________ Richard Wolfe
AcT

I:

AcT

II:

The Drawing Room at Loam House, London.
The Island, several weeks later.

AcT I II :

The Island Home, two years later.

AcT IV:

The Drawing Room at Loam House, London, several months later.
WORKSHOP STAFF
Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Assistant: Colfax Sanderson
Student Assistant: Lois Lake Ransom
Scenic Craftsman: Boyd Kyner
Electrician : Robert Cleveland
Properties : Robert Warfield
Wardrobe Mistress: Myra Thomas
Decorations: Gwendolyn Heilman
Head Usher: Huntington Hanchett
At the Door: Mrs. Emilie Cass

Music between the acts by the trio of the Phi Beta Professional Fraternity of Music and Drama.
The next Workshop production, "Little Women", dramatized
from Louisa M. Alcott's famous novel, will be given in
this hall on January 22nd.
A series of matinees will be presented in this hall at 1 O o'clock.
The College is admitted free, as are holders of season
tickets, who will be notified when matinees are to be given.

Th_e ~jttle Theatre Workf hop
Presents

"H~ ·WHO GETS SLAPPED"
By
LEONID ANDR_EYEV
THURSDAY EVENING, EIGHT-FIFTEEN
FEBRUARY 19, 1931
R ecreation

Hall,

Rollins

Col1ege

CAST
POLLY
TILLY

1

Musical clowns

j ·----------------~----- Yervant

A ristakes

( -------------:------ Robert Stuff elbeam

PAPA BRIQUET, manager of the circus.-----~---- Robert Warfield
CouNT M.ANCINI _________________ George Holt
Z1NIDA, a lion tamer -----------~------ - - - - Dorothea Thomas Lynch

--------,----------------------- - - __ Colfax Sanderson
JACKSON, a chief clown ------------------------------~ Boyd Kyner
CONSUELO -----··--,-------------------------------- M ar,y Hall
ALFRED BEZANO, a bareback rider

____________ Peter Stoner

BARON REGN ARD - - - - - - - , - - - - - - · - - - - - Robert Cleveland .
THOMAS, an usher --------------.- - - - - - - - - - Thomas J ohn~.on
A GENTLEMAN __________________ John Kelsey ·
ANGELICA,. a dancer ----------------.------- Eleanor Busch
HENRY, a clown _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Victor Newton
DANCERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- Isabel Jewel

Ismet Sirri,. Helen Wellman, Marian Morrow, Catherine
Slemons, Myra Thomas; Margaret Barnum
CoNDUCTOR OF O RCHESTRA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dwight D ickinson
CLOWNS _____ ,----------------------------- - - - Mary Louise Ship pee

Burleigh Drummond

AERIAL ARTISTS ----··-------------- -- - -- - - - - - Celestina McKay

Natalie Pilenco, Mary Foley, Polly Smith
ACROBATS _-------------------------------·-------------------,------ Jerry Traill

Doris Lang, George Barbor
The scene is laid in the green room b ack of Papa Brjquet's
circus which is playing a season in one of the larger cities in France.
AcT I-One Morning
AcT 2-An evening sometime later
INTERMISSION
AcT 3-Next Morning
AcT 4- An evening sometime later

'
DrnEcTon-Dorothea Thomas Lynch
AssISTANTs- Mary Hall, Colfax Sanderson
AT THE DooR-Mrs. Emilie Cass
PROMPTER-Elsie Braun
ScENIC ARTISTs-Boyd Kyn er, V ictor N ewton, D wight D iclcinson

ELECTRICIAN-Robert Cleveland
HEAD U SHER--Robert Currie
CosTUMEs-The P lay Production Class
Music between the acts is played by the following members of the
Phi Beta Professional Fraternity of Music and Drama.
VIOLINS - - - _____ __ Martha R eddick, Vivian Douglas,

Eleanor D wight, Margaret Moore, Alvera Barbor
'CELLO ___________________---------------------------------------------- Ann Biscoe
PIAN o --------------------------------------- .----------------- _________ Willie Pearl Wilson

SELECTIONS
MARCH MILITAIRE

------------------------- Schubert

GAVOTTE AND MINUET from Pagliacci
GERMAN DANCE

Beethoven

FINALE ----,----- - - - -- - ___________________ B eetho•oen

mlyc 1fiittle miycatrc ~orkslyop

mlyc 1fiitt1£ miyeatre ~orkslyop
OF ROLLINS COLLEGE

OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
FRIDAY, JANUARY

FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1932

LITTLE WOMEN

Adapted from . Louisa M. Alcott's Novel

Presents

"You

AND

Veronica Duane _ _ __ __________ Celestina McKaye
Roderick White ____
Burleigh Drummond
Nancy White _____
________________ Lois Lake Ransom

AcT

AcT

I:

II:

AcT III:

By

I"

By PHILIP BARRY

Maitland White
Etta __
G. T. Warren - -------Geoffrey Nichols _________

22, 1932

Colfax Sanderson, Jr.
Evelyn Evans
Arthur Stafford
_____ Robert Currie

The library of the Whites' country home in Mount
Kisco, Westchester County, New York. A late
September evening.
"The Studio" in the attic, an afternoon the following May.
"The Studio", later the same evening.
WORKSHOP STAFF
Director: Mrs. Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Scenic Craftsman: Boyd Kyner
Lighting Director: Robert Cleveland
Stage Manager: Frank Hodgkinson
Decorations: Myra A. Thomas
Head Usher: Huntington Hanchett
At the Door: Mrs. Emilie B. Cass

We wish to express our deep appreciation to Mr. S. L. Yon
of Orlando for his great kindness in lending us the living
room furniture for Act I.

MARIAN

DE FOREST

Anne Chapin
Jo - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ Myra A. Thomas
Meg
Amy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gwen Heilman
Beth - --- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - Helen Wellman .
Mrs. March
__________ Virginia Wallace
Mr. Laurence
Huntington Hanchett
Laurie ____
Robert W arfi.eld
John Brooke
Theodore Turner
Hannah Mullett ______________ Vivien Skinner
Professor Frederich Bhaer
Peter Stoner
Mr. March
Frank Hodgkinson
AcT

I:

Sitting room of the March home in Concord,
Mass., December, 1863.

AcT

II:

Scene I-The same, three months later. Morning,
March, 1864.

( The curtain will be lowered for a few moments to denote a
lapse of time.)
Scene II-The same, six months later. Late
afternoon, September, 1864.
AcT III:

The same, two and one-half years later. Afternoon.

AcT._.IV:

The apple orchard, Plumfield, eighteen months
later. Afternoon, October, 1868.
WORKSHOP

STAFF

Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Scenic Craftsman: Boyd Kyner
Stage Manager: Frank Hodgkinson
W a:r-drobe Mistress: Lois Lake Ransom
Properties: Kathleen Hara, Sylvia Shares
Decorations: Lottie Turner
Dresses: Caroline Chase, Elizabeth Davis,
Olive Dickson
Head Usher: Robert Currie
At the Door: Mrs. Emilie Cass
The Workshop is deeply indebted to President Holt for the
loan of nearly all the furniture used in the first three
acts.
The next production which will be the last to be given by the
Workshop in this hall, will be "The Workshop W orries," an origin.al review by members of the organization, will be presented on February 18th.

f
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ou came tonight to listen to a play;
Instead into a convent you made way.
Singular hardihood! Almost profanation!
What will a poet not do to create sensation?
Pardon, good nuns, him who disturb the rest
And troubles the serene quietude of your nest,
Kindling amid the shades of this chaste bower
The flame of love you have renounced and flower.
Nay! Do not frown because I have said love,
For you must know, chaste brides of God above,
That which you have deemed charity and pity.
The act of mercy, clemency for the pretty
Unfriended foundling fate has brought along,
Yearning of adoption and the cradle song,
No other is than love's fire, divine and human
Pa, ion ever brooding in the heart of woman.
- G. 1ARTJNRZ SmRRA

0

Wlfr C!trahle &nug''
By
G. MARTI EZ SIERRA

( Translation by John Garrett Underhill)

...
ROLL1N.S COLLEGE
May 13, 1932
The curtain will rise promptly at 8: 15 o'clock.
THE CAST
Sister Joanna of the Cross _____________:_·-------------··-·--··- Natalie Pilenko
Theresa ----·------·--·-··-··----- _ _ _ ··--··------··- Barbara Ann Reed
The Prioress --·-·---···--··----- -------·· - - - - - -,--- __ Louise Brett
The Vicaress - - - - · ------·--··--- ------ Vivien Skinner
The Mistress of Novices ··-------·-··-·------··------ Marion Morrow
Sister Marcella -- - - ' - - - - - - - - -----·---·-·-····- Sara Luce
Sister Maria Jesus --·-···----·---------···· ____ Mary Lynn Rogers
Sister Sagrario -·--···----·-·--··-·--···-------··-·-·----- Laura Belle Fisher
Sister Inez ----·-·------ -•--··-····-···· _____ -----·---·-·-----·-····--··- Anne Chapin
Sister Tamera --------·-·----·--------------·-··------·-··----·-· Geraldine Burk
The Doctor ----······-------······-·---·- ··--···-··-·········-···-·· Charles Brooks
1\ntonio -·--- ---····-··----- ------··· --·----- ............. Peter Stoner
The Poet --······· ----··-·-·-·· _ _ -·· ····--···----······-·--···· Robert Warfield
A Countryman --··· . ···-- ... ··- -··-··--··--·-··--··-· John Gehrmann
A Monitor
- - ~ ········-········-- Elizabeth Flory
)'.

A room opening upon the cloi ter of a Convent of Enun ·.
forninu.

AcT I:

closed Dominican

JNTERLUDE: Spoken by the Poel.
Ac-r 11:

The Parlor of the Convent. A quiet afternoon eighteen

years later,
"The Cradle Song ' is produced by pecial arrangement with Samuel Fr nch
of New York

THE STAFF
Dramatic Adviser ______________________________________________ Miss Annie Russell
Di rector ------------------------------------------------- W. R. Wunsch
Costume Manager -------------------------------------- Mrs. Edith Tadd Little
Stage Technician ------------------·----- George Cartwright, Jr.
Stage Manager_______ _ _ _ _ _ Howard Walter
Assistant_____
_________________ Frank Hodgkinson
Property Manager ---------------------------------- Louise Lane
Assistant -------------------,.--.------------- ___ Ariel Camp
Wardrobe Mistress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Marcia Lane
Program Artist _ ____________ John Gehrmann
Music Chairman -------------------------------- C. C. Nice
Business Manager ___________________ Cloyde Russell
Student Assistant _ _ _ ___________________ Mark Brown
House Manager ______________ Arthur Wellington
William Ehart
Doorman - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - HEAD USHERS

Frank Dent

Martha Davenport
ASSISTANTS

Marion Carlisle
Jeane Simmons

Virginia Wallace
Celestina McKay

Betty Childs
Lucille LeRoy

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Lucy Little's Flower Shop, Cut Flowers

Musical program before the curtain by the Student Quartet.
Choral music behind the scenes by a student group under the
direction of Professor Harold Sproul.

Rollin, Preu

ROLL1NS COLLEGE

= = = PRESENT===
THE

SENIOR PLAYS

c===::::;c::::::::J □ c::::::::J □ c::::::1:::::====
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3, 1932

" 'OP 'O ME THUMB"
by
FREDERICK FENN AND RICHARD PRYCE

Celeste
Eleanor Wright
Mme. Didier
Vivian Mousselet
Clem Galloway _______________ Frances Arnold
Rose Jordan ___
__________ Myra A. Thomas
Amanda Afflick
Marilouise Wilkerson
Horace Goldsmith
___________ W. Howard Walter

Scene: Mme. Didier's Hand Laundry, London. Late
afternoon

Director: Myra A. Thomas
Assistant: Thelma Van Buskirk

READING FROM "PETER PAN", JEANNE SIMMONS

"A LADY and THE LAW"
The Lady
Natalie Pilenko
The Outlaw -------------------------- Charles Brooks
The Sheriff
_______ George Salley

Scene:

The Lady's home, a small adobe shack
in a deserted mining canyon in Arizona.
Late afternoon.

Director:

Dorothea Thomas Lynch

Assistant:

Lois Lake Ransom

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

"PIERROT-HIS PLAY"
by
THEODORE SCHWARTZ

Pierrot ------------------------- Huntington Hanchett
Pierrette
____ Eleanor Wright
Columbine ____________________ Polly Smith

Scene:

The kitchen in the home of Pierrot and
Pierrette. Early evening

Director: Eleanor Wright
Assistant: Mary Lynn Rogers
5 MINUTE INTERMISSION

"SEVEN WOMEN"
by
J. M. BARRIE
Mr. Tovey -------------------------- P eter Stoner
Mrs. Tovey
Lottie Turner
Captain Rattray ___ _ _ ______ Frank Hodgekinson
Leonora
Gwen Heilman
The Maid _ _______________ Dorothy Langston

Scene: Drawing room in the home of Mr, and Mrs.
Tovey, London.

Evening

Director: Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Assistant: Lois Lake Ransom
Costumes - - - - - - - -Lois Lake Ransom
Head Usher ---------------------------- Robert W arfield
Publicity ________________ Colfax Sanderson

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Ma. S. L. YoN, Ma. FLEETWOOD PEEPLES

ROLLlNS COLLEGE

===

PRESENT===

"PHILIP

GoEs

FoRTH"

By
GEORGE KELLEY

•
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ROLLlNS COLLEGE

The Rollins Theatre Workshop
=== PRESENTS===
uf sststan

, c...ona
u~n,un, T •
Student vfssistant, Lois Lake Ranson
Scenic Craftsman, Boyd Kyner
Stage Manager, Frank Hodgkinson
Electrician, Robert Cleveland
Wardrobe urfistress, Myra Thomas
At the Door, Mrs. Emilie B. Cass
Head Usher, Robert Currie

''HOLIDAY''
By
PHILIP BARRY
FEBRUARY 10TH AND 16TH, 1933

_ ___.c:::::Jc~cc::::=:Jc::==:::::J
MISS ANNIE RUSSELL
Director of the Theatre
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By
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CAST

Mrs. Randolph

Betty Childs

Edna

Marguerite Libbey

Philip Eldredge

Burleigh Drummond

Mrs. Oliver

Eleanor Wright

Mr. Eldredge

Boyd F. Kyner
Thelma Van Buskirk

Cynthia Oliver

• Robert Currie

Mr. Haines

• Celestina McKay

Miss Krail
Mr. Tipton Shronk

• John F. Kelsey .

.

Kathleen Hara

Mrs. Ferris

Margaret Jenkins

Hazel

• Robert Black

Mr. Bassett

SCENE

ACT I-Mrs. Randolph's upstairs sitting room on a May
afternoon.

ACT II-The sitting room in Mrs: Ferris' boarding house in
New York City on a. November afternoon.

ACT Ill-The same, following evening.

Miss ANNIE RussELL, Director of the Theatre

wORKSHOP STAFF
Director, Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Scene f/'echnician, Hollis Mitchell
Costumes and Decorations, Mary Elizabeth Ransom
Properties, Porter Kyner
Head Usher, Frank Wetherell
Auistants in Production, Boyd Kyner, William Fletcher, Homer
Cudmore, Isabel Stearns, Marcella Martin, Joan Igou,
Lula Cashwell.

Music by courtesy of the Rollins Conservatory of Music

The next Rollins Theatre Workshop production will be

u

Alison's

House," to be presented in this Theatre on December 9th

THEATRE STAFF

George Cartwright

Stage Technician

Robert Warfield

A11istant to Miu Ruuell

Harold Mutispaugh

Trea1urer of the Theatre

17JE

ljttle Theatre Workshop
ROLLINS COLLEGE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Thursday Evening, February I 8th, I932
PRESENTS

"The Workshop Worries"
AN ORIGINAL REVIEW

RECREATION HALL

-----·--THE WORKSHOP STAFF for 1~31-1932
Director, Dorothea Thomas Lynch
~ssistant, Colfax Sanderson, Jr.
Student ~ssistant, Lois Lake Ranson
Scenic Craftsman, Boyd Kyner
Stage Manager, Frank Hodgkinson
Electrician, Robert Cleveland
Wardrobe ~istress, Myra Thomas
At the Door, Mrs. Emilie B. Cass
Head Usher, Robert Currie

"THE WORKSHOP WORRIES"
PART I

-

The Workshop has had five happy years on this stage in
Recreation Hall and if nothing more, it has learned to laugh at
its problems. Tonight we ask you to laugh with us at some of the
things that make Rollins College a gay and delightful place in
which to seek the "higher learning".

ACT 1,: The Workshop Worries

\

Conceived and executed by Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Music by Marilouise Wilkerson, Rollins Conservatory of Music
Mrs. Lynch, Director_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Myra A. Thomas
Maxine
ois Lake Ransom
Harol
Boyd Kyner
Felice
Marilouise Wilkerson
Wardrobe Mistress
Sylvia Shares
The Boy Frien
ud Bellard
Head Coach McDowalL___
Robert Currie
Basketeers
Frank Hodgkinson, Theodore Turner, William Walter
Dr. Nice, Conservatory Director___________________ Richard Pittman
Musicians. __________Ruth Harris, Alice Lamb, Richard Wolfe
Miss Weber, Women's Physical Education~_____________ Vivian Skinner
Dancers ____________________________________ Caroline Chase, Celestina McKay
Scene: Recreation Hall
ACT 2:

Manhattaµ Serenade

Vivian Mousselet
Jean Pickard, Accompanist, Rollins Conservatory of Music
ACT 3: The Great Upper Division Hurdles: Rollins, 1952
Conceived and executed by Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Hawker_____ --'-______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Richard Wolfe
Cheer Leader__________________._.aura Jane Nielsen
First Old Grad
_______________________ Arthur Stafford
_____ Evelyn Evans, Lottie Turner
Rollins Co-eds
Second Old Gra...._______________ _ _ _ Theodore Turner
Third Old Gra
Vivian Skinner
Grand Old Gra
______ William Walter
Professor Umpire __________________________Huntington Hanchett
Contestants:
Betty Childs, Thelma Van Buskirk, Burleigh Dummond, Jack Kelsey
Crowu___________________ Dramatic Art Students
Scene: Rollins' New Athletic Field

ACT 4:

The Reveries of a Bachelor

The Ha Cha Cha Sorority Benefi~Anonymous
The Bachelor_________________________ ? ? ? ? ?
The Visions
? ? ? ? ?
Scene: His Apartment
ACT 5:

Impersonations

Paula Rowe
Jean Pickard, Accompanist, Rollins Conservatory of Music
ACT 6: -What a Trip!
Mr. Abercrombie, the desk clerk- - - ~ - - - - - -~~rthur Stafford
Mrs. Noodlepecker, the hostess _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Thelma Van Buskirk
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.....ichard Wolfe
Bellboy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Colfax Sanderso. ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - '•~imself
Rollins Players _ _ _ Caroline Chase, Celestina McKay, Phyrne Squier

Scene: The Lobby of an Hotel
ACT 7: The Conference Plan
Words by D.orothea Thomas Lynch
Music by Marilouise Wilkerson and Robert Currie, Rollins Conservatory of Music
The Singer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.....obert Currie
She
Eleanor Wright
He
.T ohn A. Kelsey

PART II

WE HA VE WORKED AND STUDIED TOO
ACT 1:

Shakespeare-We Salute You!

Staged by Robert Warfield
The Witches _________________ _polly Smith, Myra Thomas
Macbet
Peter Sbner
Portia
______________ Eleanor Wright
Hamlet_________
Colfax Sanderaon
Feste___________________________________
Robert Warfield
ACT 2:

Nautch Dance

Barbara Parsons
Miss Parsons is a pupil of Mme. Scott Fanelli of the Rollins Conservatory of Music.
At the Piano: Richard Buckmaster, Rollins Conservatory of Music

Pianist: Marilouise Wilkerson
A Dramatic Class Assignment in Pantomime: We must tell the
same story in thr ee different styles.
Commedia Del Arte
The Gay Nineties
The Heroine
. Anne Chapin
Barbara Reed
Her Friend
Lottie Turner
Evelyn Evans
Her Maid
Bertha Brown
Betty Rathbone
Her Father
Marvin Norton
Theodore Turner
The Hero
Burleigh Drummond Richard Wolfe
'fhe Villain
Robert Cleveland
·Richard Pittman

Modern

Betty Childs
Ismet Sirri
Laura Jane Nielsen
Arthur Stafford
Burleigh Drummond
William Walter

ACT 4: The Leopard Woman
Barbara Par sons
At the Piano: Richard Buckmaster, Rollins Conservatory of Music

ACT 5:

Something for You

Soloist: Marilouise Wilkerson
Pianist: Jean Pickard, Rollins Conservatory of Music
Chorus: Marian Carlisle, Louise Coogler, Alice Lamb, Marguerite
Libbey, Ruth Harris, Betty Rathbone, Virginia Wallace,
Helen Wellman.
ACT 6: The Toast of the Town
Scene: A Theatre when Edward Seventh was Prince of Wales

The Solois
- - - - - ········--·---------Robert Currie
The Actress, Camille_ _ _ _ ____________Dorothea Thomas Lynch
The Actors:
De Varville ________________________ Colfax Sanderson, Jr.
Mme. Prudence
________ Marguerite Libbey
Nichette
Vivian Skinner
Gasto
____ Arthur Stafford
Nanine_________
Natalie Pilenko
.. Gwen Heilman
The Mai
____________________ Boyd Kyner
The Marquis
The Duke
obert Cleveland
The Count
untington Hanchett
Scene 1-The Stage: Camille, End of Act IV
Scene 2-The Stage: Camille, End of Act V
Scene 3-The Actress' Dressing Room

ROLL1NS COLLEGE

The Rollins Theatre Workshop
= = = PRESENTS===

''HOLIDAY''
By
PHILIP BARRY
FEBRUARY 10TH AND 16TH, 1933

MISS ANNIE RUSSELL
Director

of the Theatre

CAST
(In order of the!r appearance)

JULIA SETON
HENRY
KATE
JOHNNY CASE
LINDA SETON •
NED SETON
DELIA
EDWARD SETON
SETON CRAM
LAURA CRAM .
NICK POTTER
SUSAN POTTER

AcT

KAY HARA
BRYAN OWEN
ISABELLE STERNS
JOHN KELSEY
ELEANOR WRIGHT
SAM HOWE
. OLIVE DICKSON
WALTER PERKINS
HOMER CUDMORE
ROSAMUND CARSON
ROBERT CURRIE
DOLORES WYLIE

I:

A room on the third floor of Edward Seton's
house in New York, December, t_his year.

AcT II:

A room on the top floor of Edward Seton's house,
New Year's Eve, this year.
INTERMISSION

AcT III:

The room on the third floor, twelve days later.

Rollins Theatre Workshop Staff
Director •
Costumes
Executive .Assistant
Stage Manager

• Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Mary-Elizabeth Ransom
Lois Lake Ransom
• Boyd Kyner

Staff for Current Production

Publicity

•

Ariel Camp, Jean Jackson
{ Virginia McCall

Building
William Fletcher, Head
Ileen Campbell, Nancy Cushman, Mary Adelaide Farris
Kay Hara, Louis Jenkins
Painting
Eleanor White, Head
Jean Jackson, Virginia McCall, Florence Taylor
Mabel Karst (New York Skyline)
Costumes

• Rosamund Carson, Head
Phyllis Jones

Maid1 -

Elfreda Winant, Virginia Inlay

Propertiei and Sound Effect!
Porter Kyner, Head
Natalie Cole, Joan Igou, Virginia Imlay, Isabelle Stearns
Lighting

Ariel Camp

Stage Crew •
William Fletcher, Head
David Bothe, John Hall, Boyd Kyner, Virginia McCall
Furniture and Decorations •
• Dorothea Yust, Head
Leah Jean Bartlett
Head Usher

Robert Currie

Members of the Phi Beta professional Fraternity of Music
and Drama will play between the acts:
Ann Biscoe
Katherine Goss •
Dorothy Smith •

Cello
Violin
Piano

Staff for Current Production
Publicity

Ariel Camp, Jean Jackson
{ Virginia McCall

Building
William Fletcher, Head
Ileen Campbell, Nancy Cushman, Mary Adelaide Farris
Kay Hara, Louis Jenkins
Painting
Eleanor White, Head
Jean Jackson, Virginia McCall, Florence Taylor
Mabel Karst (New York Skyline)
Costumes •
Maids -

• Rosamund Carson, Head
Phyllis Jones
Elfreda Winant, Virginia Inlay

Properties and Sound Effects
Porter Kyner, Head
Natalie Cole, Joan Igou, Virginia Imlay, Isabelle Stearns
Lighting

Ariel Camp

Stage Crew •
William Fletcher, Head
David Bothe, John Hall, Boyd Kyner, Virginia McCall
Furniture and DecorationJ •
• Dorothea Yust, Head
Leah Jcan Bartlett
Head Usher

Robert Currie

Members of the Phi Beta professional Fraternity of Music
and Drama will play between the acts:
Ann Biscoe
Katherine Goss.
Dorothy Smith •

Cello
Violin
Piano

Acknowledgements
AcT I:

Lamps and Firescreen-Ye Olde Forge
Andirons and Fir- Irons-Baldwin's Hardware Store
Furniture-Mayflower and Pugsley Halls
Pictures-Mr. Jean Jaques Pfister

AcT II:

Electric Victrola-Philpitt's Music Store.

John Balderston's romantic fantasy, "Berkeley Square," will
be presented by the Rollins Theatre Workshop in this Theatre
on March 9th and I oth. The costumes for this unusual drama
will be designed and executed under the direction of MaryElizabeth Ranson.

Theatre Staff
George Cartwright
Robert Warfield
Harold Mutispaugh

Stage Technicia"
AuiJtant to Miu Ruuell
TreaJurer of the 'Theatre
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The Rollins Theatre Workshop
===PRESENTS===

"Merton of the Movies"
By
George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly
JUNE

.

JRD, 19JJ

c====~c::=::Jac:::::::iac:::::::i=====~
MISS ANNIE RUSSELL
Director of the Theatre

CAST
(In order of their appearance)
Amos G. Gashwiler
Theodore Ehrlich
Elmer Huff
Sam Howe
Merton Gill
Boyd F. Kyner
Tessie Kearns
Jean Jackson
Casting Director
Lois Lake Ransom
John Doe
J . Lester Montague
Sigmund Rosenblatt
Milford Davis
His Cameraman
Donald Becker
Weller
David Bothe
The Montague Girl
Eliza Windsor
Harold Parmalee
Dante Bergonzi
Jeff Baird
William Fletcher
Beulah Baxter
Thelma Van Buskirk
Muriel Mercer
Jeanne Fontlaine
Max
Vincent Canzoneri
Mrs. Patterson
Kay Hara
Mr. Walbetg
Howard Showalter
EXTRAS-Miriam Barnhill, Marlen Eldredge, Doris Lang,
Jane LeRoy, Mary Elizabeth Ransom, Florence Taylor.
MAIDS-Bruna Bergonzi, Dorothea Yust.
CHAUFFEUR- Norris Clark.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act

I:

Act II:
Act III:

Gashwiler's General Store, Simsbury, Illinois. A Saturday night.
Outside the Holden Lot, Hollywood
On the Lot.
Scene 1 : Stage No. 6.
INTERMISSION

ACT IV:

Scene 2:
Scene 1:
later.
Scene 2:

On the lot. A week later.
Jeff Baird's office. A few weeks
Merton's Rooming house.

ROLLINS THEATRE WORKSHOP STAFF
Director _____________ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Costumes
E~ecutive Assistant

Mary-Elizabeth Ransom
Lois Lake Ransom

STAFF FOR CURRENT PRODUCTION
Director __________ Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Lighting

George Cartwright, Jr.

Stage Manager _________________ Tony F. Merrill
Stage Crew

Norris Clark, Theodore
Ehrlich, Howard Showalter

Properties __________________ Betty Trevor
Head Usher

Edwin Libbey

Painting, Prope·rties, Etc. ___________ Play Production Class
of Rollins Theatre Workshop

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

R. F. Leedy Company, Swan Dry Goods Company,
Mr. Robert Dittrich, Mr. R. C_. Baker,
Orlando Poster Exchange

Music between the acts furnished by
Katherine Goss, Vincent Canzoneri

THEATRE STAFF
George Cartwright, Jr.
Robert Warfield
Harold Mutispaugh

Stage Technician
Aasistant to Miss Russell
Treasurer of the Theatre

The Workshop wishes to take this opportunity
to thank Miss Annie Russell for her inspiration
and her help so freely and generously given
throughout the year.

Rollins P I a y e r s In
Last Production
Of Season

"Merton of the Movies," the excellent comedy of a movie-struck
youth who achieves a Hollywood
success of a nature quite different
from what he expected, afforded
Boyd Kyner an ideal vehicle in
which to bring his college dramatic
career to a close, in the Rollins
Theatre Workshop's final production
of the year, presented Saturday evening as part of the Commencement program.
In this play, directed by Doroteha
Thomas Lynch, as Merton, Mrs. Kyner kept the audience alternating
between laughter and tears for the
lad who "had ideals" and "wanted
to struggle" to attain perfection in
his art. In the appealing scene
where he learned nature intended ,
him for a comedian instead of a :
screen Romeo, his attempt to braz-1
en it out and his final giving way
to his emotions, Mr. Kyner's acting
was poignant and fraught with
deep feeling, and in his closing scene :
(at the telephone) where he won his
sweetheart with a questioning lift '
of the eyebrows, he lifted the play
back to the prevailing note of merriment and left the audience 'satisfied and chuckling.
Eliza Windsor was perfectly ·cast
as the courageous youngster . who
"doubled" for the movie star and
became Merton's "best pal and severest critic." She was just "hard"
enough for one who had received
many hard knocks; just maternal
enough to guide him to success, and
altogether charming to the audience.
l'heodore Ehrlich evoked
laughter in the person of Amos
Gashwiler, country store proprietor.
Sam Howe achieved a ,double triumph in the small
s~
of Elmer Hur! and as Lester Mon•
tague, an impecunious actor front
the legitimate saage.
Jean Jackson gave a perfect and
somewhat pathetc picture of a country girl with aspirations towards
scenario writing, and Lois Lake
Ransom was laugh-provoking and
convincing a sthe bored but human
casting director. Milford Davis gave
an hilarious picture of a yelling,
temperamental drector whose moods
had to be induced by violin mµsic
and who confused his Robinson Crusoe with Romeo and Juliet. David
Both, as his equally highstrung assistant kept thh1gs humming on the
stage, and the audience in yells of
laughter.
Dante Bergonzi made a delightfully overbearing and unbearable
male movie star, and Thelma Van
Buskirk was sufficiently odious a
the famous Beulah Baxter with the
"intelligence of a Mormon." Wil
liam Fletcher was perhaps the mos
convincing oi all, in the characte
of Jeff Baird, director of comedies
One felt he nad been picked off
Hollywood lot and brought to Rol
lins to be in the play. In voice
manner ana appearance he was tha
man!
Kay Hara was lively and effusiv
as Merton's proud landlady and ful
ly deserved the prize a warded he
by the Pi Beta Phi sorority for th
dramatic art department studen
making the most progress durin.,
the year.
Howard
Showalter
played well the part or Mr. Walberg
from the rival studio. The "extras';
were all delightfully individual in
their bits and < ntributed to building up the "studio atmosphere" in
the Hollywood scenes.
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Rollins Students Pay
Tribute To Dorothea

Thomas Lynch
In a surprise ceremony at the con-

PI

The Little Theatre Workshop

Pre ent

The Little

will present

ork hop

"HE WHO G£TS SLAPPED"

in "MARCH HARES"

By Leonid Andreyev

~

Recreation Hall : Rollins Campus ...,

...,

8:15

February 19, 1931

SOc.

ML2

The Little Theatre Workshop
will present

THE ADMIRABLE CRICHTON
By J. M. BARRIE

Recreation Hall : Rollins Campus
8:15

December 4, 1931

The Little Theatre Workshop
wlll present

"YOU AND I"

Row

By Philip Barry

S•t

ORCHESTRA

6 g;

ANNIE RUSSELL ThEATRE

: Rollins Campus
50c.

GOOD ONLY

TUESDAY EVE.
i NE

~

11""4

50c.

Frank Abbott, who will take the
leading role in Franz Molnar's
"The Swan," to be presented at
8:30 o'clock tomorrow evening at
Recreation Hall, Rollins College,
by the Little Theater Workshop of
the college. Mr. Abbott, who is a
senior at Rollins, is a well known
and talented actor, having orked
with the Workshop for four years.
Be ·I! .Play in this productiou opil'li Dorothea Thom 'W
ef the p aye

clusion of the commencement play
Merton of the Movies, students and
alumni of the Rollins college dramatic art department lavished gifts
and verba tributes upon Dorothea
Thomas Lynch, founder of the department and in years of service
one of the oldest members of the
Rollins faculty. Mrs. Lynch is not
returning to Rollins next year.
Asked afterwards, Mrs. Lynch
stated her plans for the future are
not yet definite but that she expects to remain in Central Florida
and eventuany to establish her own
dramatic school.
After the student actors had taken their curtain call and received
flowers, there was a call by actors
and audience for "director" and
"teacher," amid a wild confusion of
applause. Miss Eleanor Wright, a
senior, speaking in behalf of the active Rollins Theatre Workshop students expressed their "appreciation
of Mrs. Lynch's priceless help and
encouragement to the groping,
struggling stuctents who were privileged to work under her during the
past eight rears." She then presented the director With a handdecorated scroll bearing the inscription= "In deepest appreciation of the
years of untiring service, artistic
achievement, and the generous outpouring of your charming personality." Affixed to this were the signatures of dozens of Mrs. Lynch's
students, past and present, the signatures being sent from all parts
of the country and several foreign
countries.
Miss Charlotte Steinhans of Orlando then ga"!e a brief account of
the evolution of the present flourishing organization having a national reputation gained on its own
merits but growing from a handful
of "raw" but enthusiastic students
who gave their groups of one-act
plays in uncomfortable and inadequate quarters. She stressed that
it was Mrs. Lynch's "unfailing faith,
patience and glorious enthusiasm
that lifted the department to its
present height." In the name of
cast and present students Mi
Steinhans then presented her with
a bulging album containing more
than threescore personal letters
from former students expressing
their gratitude for the training and
inspiration received from her durtn~ their undergraduate days.
Milford Davis, representing the
:nnmnea, usners u1·uuis111, "'""~ ......... vu
and bouquets of flowers for Mrs.
Lynch from students and admirers
in the audience. As the ringing
pplauae finally subsided, nearly
ercome, Mrs. Lynch replied, "All
I
y is thank you all. I coulddone it all alone. It takes
and it takes-an audience I"

ay.
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Rollins Students Pay
Tribute To Dorothea
Thomas Lynch
In a surprise ceremony at the conclusion of the commencement play
Merton of the Movies, students and
alumni of the Rollins college · dramatic art department lavished gifts
and verbal tributes upon Dorothea
Thomas Lynch, founder of the department and in years of service
one of the oldest members of the
Rollins faculty. Mrs. Lynch is not
returning to Rollins next year.
Asked afterwards, Mrs. Lynch
stated her plans for the future are
not yet definite but that she expects to remain in Central Florida
and eventual}y to establish her own
dramatic school.
After the student actors had taken their curtain call and received
flowers, there was a call by actors
and audience for "director" and
"teacher," amid a wild confusion of
applause. Miss Eleanor Wright, a
senior, speaking in behalf of the active Rollins Theatre Workshop students expressed their "appreciation
of Mrs. Lynch's priceless help and
encouragement to the groping,
struggling students who were privileged to work under her during the
past eight years." She then presented the director with a handdecorated scroll bearing the inscription: "In deepest appreciation of the
years of untiring service, artistic
achievement, and the generous outpouring of your charming personality." Affixed to this were the signatures of dozens of Mrs. Lynch's
students, past and present, the signatures being sent from all parts
of the country and several foreign
countries.
Miss Charlotte Steinhans of Orlando then ga~,e a brief account of
the evolution of the present flourishing organization having a national reputation gained on its own
merits but growing from a handful
of "raw" but enthusiastic students
who gave their groups . of one-act
plays in uncomfortable and inadequate quarters. She stressed that
it was Mrs. Lynch's "unfailing faith,
patience and glorious enthusiasm
that lifted the department to its
present height." In the name of
I past and present students Miss
Steinhans then presented her with
a bulging album containing more
than threescore personal letters
from former students expressing
their gratitude fo the training and
inspiration received from her during their undergraduate days.
Milford Davis, representing the
un1snea, usners uruu~u" "'"'"' ...."vu
and bouquets of flowers for Mrs.
Lynch from students and admir~rs
in the audience. As the ringmg
applause finally subsided, nearly
cvercome, Mrs. ' Lynch replied, "All
I ~ say is thank you all. I couldn't have done it all alone. It takes
cast, and it takes-an audience!"

Glee club and non-dramatic art
students who have participated in
Workshop productions, then revealed that the students and former
students had also expressed their
appreciation in a material way,
when he presented her with a generous check which was the sum <Jf
many contributions. When he had
finished, ushers brought baskets
and bouquets of flowers for Mrs.
Lynch from students and admirers
in the audience. As the ringing
applause finally subsided, nearly
rvercome, Mrs. ; Lynch replied, "All
I can say is thank you all. I couldn't have done it all alone. It takes
-a cast, and it takes--an audience !"

ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Rollins College

Winter Park

ANNIE RUSSELL

in

The Thirteenth Chair
by
BAYARD VEILLER

MARCH SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH

at eight-fifteen

■

Miss ANNIE RussELL,

Director of the Tlieatre

MISS A
IE RUSSELL
"In a New Role"
"~

o many fragrant stage memories cluster
about the name of Annie Russell that
there is always unusual interest in her
appearance in a new role."
-Springfield ews

~

THE s,vASTIKA QUARTET
of
THE

CURTIS

INSTITUTE

OF

MUSIC

Philadelphia

Quartet in B flat major, Kochel 458,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mo z art
Allegro vivace assai
Menuetto: Moderato
Adagio
Allegro assai

GAMA GILBERT _______________________ Violin
BENJAMIN SHARL IP _____________________________ Violin
MAX ARONOFF

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Viola

ORLANDO CoLE __________ _____ Violoncello

MISS ANNIE RUSSELL
Presents

" l N A BALCONY"
BY RoBERT BROWNING

The curtain will rise at
eight-fifteen

THE PLAYERS
NoRBERT
CONSTANCE

__________ Rollo Peters
________________________ Mary I-I one

THE QuEEN _____________

Annie Russell

"In a Balcony" presents a crisis in the
lives of three people, the Queen, Constance
( her ward), and Norbert, her ministerwhich ends tragically.
The dramatic theme is the struggle between Norbert's truthful policy and Constance's assumed policy in order that Norbert, the object of her love, may not lose
the Queen's favor.

THE STAFF
Mrss

Dir<'ctor
Box Office
Ro BERT CURRIE ____________________________ Head Usher
DoROTHY LocKHART ____________ Stage Manager
GEORGE CARTWRIGHT, JR. ____________ Technician
RoBERT CLEVELAND _______________________ _Assistant
RHEA

ANNIE

M.

RussELL

______ _____ __ __ ____

SMITH __________________________

Aclrnowledgements
KI EHNEL
G .

W.

&

ELLIOTT ______________________ Architects

HE SSLER,

I

c. __________________ Contractors

EDITH TADD LITTLE ___________ _] nterior

Painting
Worlc
HowARD HILDER ______________________ Stage Scenery
TIFFIN STumos _________________ Stage Equipment
1'1iss Russell's Costume by Mariana Fortuny
YE OLD FoRGE _________________ _Jron

he "Annie Ru.~sell Theater" wa:i prP..~e11ted
to Rollins College by ltfary Louise Bok in
lwno1· of her life-long friend, ltfiss A nn'ie
Ru.~.~ell, the famous actress now a resident of
Winter Park.

O

ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Rollins College

Winter Park

ANNIE RUSSELL

in

The Thirteenth Chair
by
BAYARD

V EILLER

MARCH SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH

at eight-fifteen

■

Miss

ANNIE RusSELL,

Director of the Tlieatre

The Thirteenth Chair
Given by Special Permission of Samuel French

THE CAST
Helen O'Neill ___________________ Sara Luce
Will Crosby - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -John Kelsey
Mrs. Crosby ____________________ Nell Blalock Lester
Roscoe Crosby _______ Eugene Rodman Shippen
Edward Wales _________ Rhea Marsh Smith
Mary Eastwood
______________ Frances Kilroe
Helen Trent _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___Alfreda Winant
Braddish Trent _______________ George Abbot Christ
____ Severin Bourne
Howard Standish ____
Philip Mason _____________________________ Robert Warfield
Elizabeth Erskine _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Virginia Imlay
Grace Standish ____________________ Laura Belle Fisher
Pollack ___________ ________________________________ Ernest Kilroe
Madame Rosalie La Grange ----------------Annie Russell
_____ Henry Jacobs
Tim Donohue _____ _____
____________________ Frank Wetherell
Sergeant Dunn
Doolan ___ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - --Howard McDonald
(

ACT I
The Italian Room in Roscoe Crosby's House
Time : Evening,
Five mimtte interval

ACT II
Same scene. Ten minutes later.
Eight minute interval

ACT III
Same scene. A half an hour later.

-

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
produced and directed by
ANNIE RUSSELL

STAFF FOR MISS RUSSELL
Assistant to the Director _________ Robert Warfield
Stage Manager --------------------------- _________ Dorothy Lockhart
Technician ______________________________ George Cartwright, Jr.
Electrician _____________________ Howard McDonald

Scenery designed by Cleon Throckmorton.
Scenery built by Cleon Throckmorton Studio, Inc.
Furnishings and decorations by Annie Russell.
Acknowledgement to Mrs. Preston Rambo, Mrs. J. J.
Carty, Ye Olde Forge, John Baylarian.

On M arc/1, 6, Rut/1, St. Denis will give a lecturedance recital, assisted by Alexander A lexay, pianist.

ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Rollins College

RECITAL

W inter Park

Shura Cherkassky
THE ANNIE RUSSELL COMPA Y

Pianist

in

&.HEDDA GABLER"
by
Henrik Ibsen

EVENING, DECEMBER FIFTEENTH
MATINEE, DECEMBER SIXTEENTH

Auspices of

Orlando High School
Athletic Association

■

High School Auditorium

Friday Evening, March 27th, 1925

Miss ANNIE RussELL, Director of the Theatre

THE CAST

In order of their appearance.
Berta - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dorothea Yust
Miss Tesman _ _ _ - ----------------------- Helen Dick
George Tesman - - - -···-···--------- - - Rhea Smith
Hedda Gabler _____ _ __

____ Anne Mauclair
Julie Trowbridge

Mrs. Elvsted

Judge Brack ------------------- Henry Jacobs
Eilert Lovborg

George Holt

The scene of the action is Tesman's villa, in the west
end of Christiania.
ACT I
Morning
ACT II
Late afternoon
ACT III
The following morning
ACT IV
Evening

"HEDDA GABLER"
produced and directed by
ANNIE RUSSELL

STAFF FOR MISS RUSSELL
Assistant Director - - - ~ ~ - Paul d'Estournelles
Stage Manager ---------------------- Dorothy Lockhart
Assistant Stage Manager _________________ Virginia Jaekel
Technician ____________________ George Cartwright, Jr.
Electrician _____________ Howard McDonald
Head Usher --------------------------------------- Theodore Erlick

Scenery designed by Cleon Throckmorton.
Scenery built by Cleon Throckmorton, Inc.
Furnishings and decorations by Miss Russell.
Mrs. Elvsted's costumes by Elizabeth Ransom Warner.
Acknowledgements to Mrs. John J. Carty.

FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL

COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES
ROLLINS COLLEGE

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
I

9 3 3

FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL

COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES
ROLLINS COLLEGE

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
I

9 3 3

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
TEN o,CLocK, MoNDAY MORNING, JUNE THE FIFTH
NINETEEN H U NDRED THIRTY-THREE

KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPE L
Prelude:

Caprice Viennois
HERMAN F. SIEWERT, Organist

Processional:

Triumphal March from Aida

The Gate of Life
Norma Fon taine
Dedicated to the Class of 1933
HAROLD C. SPROUL, Director

Address:

Choir:

V erdi

WALTER MORRIS PERK INS

Invocation
Choir:

Kreisler

Citizenship Culture
RICHARD LLOYD JONES, LL.D.
Editor of the Tulsa Tribune
Choral-"Awake"

Wagner

Awarding of Honors and Prizes
Conferring of Degrees

PRESIDENT HAMILTON HoL'I.'

Awarding of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
Choir:

How Sweet the Moonlight

Leslie

Farewell to the Class of 1933
NATHANIEL

Response

STOWERS FRENCH

PHILIP WRIGHT HoRTON

Commencement Pledge of the Graduating Class
We, loyal sons and daughters of the graduating
class of Rollins College, now at the parting hour of
the last day that we shall ever assemble together,. do
p ledge ourselves--each to all and all to each:
To cherish as the years go by the happy memories
of Rollins;
To foster throughout our lives the ties of friendship
here begun;
To advance always the welfare of our Alma Mater;
To strive ever to live so as to serve and thus honor
ourselves, our College and our countTy;
We call to witness to this pledge our parents,
teachers, college-mates, and friends now assembled
in this Temple dedicated to Youth, and consecrated
to God.
Alma. Mater
B enedict ion
Recessional:

DEAN CHARLES ATWOOD CAMPBELL

March from Tannhauser

Wagner

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Ruth Jeanne Bellamy

Wallace Moffett Goldsmith

Bruna ,Franca Bergonzi

Eugenie Marie Yvonne Grand

Louise Brett

Elizabeth Priscilla Hakes

Sara Eleanor Brown

Ruth Blackburne Hart

Geraldine Wolcott Burk

Harriet Boynton Hiller

Alice Juliet Butler

Philip Wright Horton

Henry George Carrison

Elizabeth Billings Hyde

Florence Rosamond Carson

Jean Ruth Jackson

Jeanne Durant Carter

John Daintree Kelsey

Lula Rowland Cashwell,
cum laude

, v m iam Goldsmith King

Daniel Albert Contini

Mary Lee Korns

Edward James Cruger

Boyd Francis Kyner,
cum laude
Doris Lang

Robert Erskine Currie
Beth Alfreda Cutter
Martha Ann Davenport
Robert Cook Dunbar
Ruth Hollingsworth Edwards
Helen Eloise Elder
Elinor Judith Estes
Twanet Edwina Evans
Mary Adelaide Fariss

John George Fischer
Donald Courtland Fisher

Mary Eva Kinser, cum laude

Edwin Bissell Libbey
Marguerite Thelma Libbey,
cum laude
Effie Estelle Long
Elizabeth Deming Lynch
Holley Lynip
John Frederick Mackey, Jr.
Watt Pearson Marchman
Thomas WiUiam Miller, Jr.

Caroline Williman Foster

Charles 1Hewlings Clark Mills,
Jr.
Elizabeth Ladd Moody

Jean Williams Fullington

Thomas Jefferson Morris

Jeanne Marie Fontaine

William Henry Morris

Dorothy Elizabeth Shepherd

Richard James Munger

Hazel-Dorothy Steu·e r

Liona Virginia Odell

Arthur Stanley Todd, Jr.

James Haller Otta way

Austin Clifford Turner

Walter Morris Perkins

Louise Weeden

Lois Lake Ransom

Jane Gregory Welho:ff

Mary Elizabeth Ransom

Constance Wetherell

William Albert Rogers

Deborah Williams

Frederic Noble Sackett

Laura Eliza Windsor

Joseph Willard Schutz*

Eleanor Gager Wright

Bachelor of Science Degree
Y ervant A vedis Aris takes

Kathleen Charlotte Hara

Martin Edward Buerk, Jr.

Floyd Wilbur Shor*

Wallace Holmes Child

Karl Monroe Sweet

Bachelor of Music Degree
Katharine Goss

Wava Alene Rogers
Thelma Louise Van Buskirk

Master of Science Degree
Cloyde Harlan Russell*
(*Diploma withheld until removal of certain academic deficiencies)

ALMA MATER
Words by
Rose Mills Powers

Music by
Homer Stanley Pope

Set like a gem amid the waters blue,
Where palms and pines their fragrant incense brew;
0 Alma Mater, as the swift year runs
Sing we thy praise, thy daughters and thy sons.
Sons who uphold thy fair unsullied fame,
Daughters who love thine ancient honored name,
True to thy colors blazoned far on highGold of the sun and hlae of bending sky.
:Far from thy walls, wherever we may go,
Still with a heart where loyal memories glow,
Still with a song for Rollins ringing clear,
Guide of our youth, 0 Alma Mater, dear.

I

.

.

Miss Charlotte Stei han will take , the leading role, that of Maisiej
Partridge, in "Mrs. P.,rtridge Presents". to be given on the eve ing of
December 12 at Memorial Junior High School b_ the Woman' Auii1iary of the Orange General ho pital. Miss Stt"inhans is a graduate of
Rollins College and is a member of the Kappa :Epsilon and Phi Beta
sororities. She ha been prominent in work of the Rollins Little Theatre Workshop.-Photo by Falls.
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MIAMI, FLORIDA

BONDS AN DSTAMPS

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
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230 Copel and Drive
Orlando ~ Fl orida

KNOW'

NANTUCKET
ISLAND ...
Nantucket Island is about 14 miles long
and an average of 3¾' miles wide.
Nearness of Gulf Stream gives Nantucket
a wonderful climate.
Water temperature 71 degrees average.
Nantucket Architecture called 95% perfect.
The site of the second Lighthouse in the
United States is on Brant Point.
Nantucket has the largest single Cranberry
bog in the world.
Nantucket has a weekly newspaper.
Nantucket began whaling in 1673.
Siasconset was settled about 1690.
The first commercial wireless telegraph
station in America was established at
'Sconset in 1901.
Island a rare field for botanists.
The name Nantucket is the original Indian
name and translated means "'I'he FarAway Land."
Gas was first lighted in Nantucket in 1854.
The first steamboat to run between the
island and the mainland was the "Eagle"
which made its first trip in 1818.
The last of the old Nantucket whaling
masters, Captain Thaddeus C. Defriez,
died in 1913.
The highest point of land on the island is
102 feet above sea level.
In 1841 whaling reached its zenith in Nantucket.
The "Great Fire" occurred in 1846 wiping
out the entire business section.
In 1828 Daniel Webster visited the island
to try a case in cqurt.
In 1837 Main Street was first paved with
cobblestones.
In 1874 the Surfside Life-saving Station was
established. First on the island.
Water was first led into town in 1879.
In 1880 the ground was broken for the railroad line.
Nantucket was annexed to Massachusetts
in 169?
In 1795 the name of the town was changed
from Sherburne to Nantucket.
Work started on the western jetty in 1881.
The eastern jetty cost $375,000.00.
On June 15, 1909, letter carrier service was
inaugurated.
On April 24, 1918, Gov. McCall signed a bill
repealing the law excluding autos.
Motor ized fire department.
Mosquit oes are few
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Points of Distorieal Interest
Nantucket is, today the least spoiled,
the most nearly perfect example of how our
forefathers lived to be found in America.
There are many places of historic or picturesque value which are well worth visiting.
The Nantucket Whaling Museum on
Broad Street is open each day from 9 :30
A. M. to 5:30 P. M . except Sunday when
hours are from 2 to 6 P. M. Interesting
relics of old Nantucket Whaling days. It
is maintained by the Nantucket Historical
Association which also owns the old
Quaker Meeting House, with an adjoining
Historical Museum on Fair Street. The
Museum collection offers an unusual opportunity for a study of the many relics of bygone days which the society has so well
preserved to posterity. The building is
open to visitors daily except Sunday from
9:30 A. M. to 5 :30 P. M. The Association
also maintains the Oldest House on the
Island, built in 1686, which stands on the
brow of Sunset Hill and is known as the
Jethro Coffin House and the Old Mill built
in 1746 for grinding corn is still in a good
state of preservation. The oldest house
is open daily except Sunday from 9 :30
A. M. to 5 :30 P. M., as is the Old Mill.
Unitarian Church on Orange Street,
built in 1809. The town clock in the tower
has been telling N antucketers the time of
day for generations.
Maria Mitchell's Birthplace, located
on Vestal Street, has been preserved as a
memorial to the first woman astronomer
in America. This homestead contains
Natural Science Collections of Nantucket.
Wild flowers are exhibited daily. Open
week-days from 10-12 A. M.; 2-5 P. M.
The observatory is open to the public on
Monday evenings from 8: 30-10 :30. The
Library is open daily except Sunday.

•

• • •

Altar Rock off P olpis Road. A beautiful panoramic v iew of t he I sla nd can be had
from here.
The Oldest Burying Ground is located
on a hill near Maxeys Pond not far from the
Wannacomet Water Works.
On the Madaket road about one-half a
mile out of town stands a drinking fountain
with a tablet, in commemoration of Abiah
Folger Franklin, mother of Benjamin
Franklin, who was born in a house nearby.
On Hawthorne Lane, off Madaket Road
(first lane to left after passing Franklin
Fountain), stands the famous Elihu Coleman House, built in 1722 where Elihu, an
Elder in the Society of Friends, drew up the
first anti-slavery document in America.
The Old North Vestry built in 1711,
rear of the Congregational Church on
Centre street. It was the first church
building on the Island.
'Ihe Coffin School on Winter street,
an institution founded by Admiral Sir
Isaac Coffin, of the British Navy, in 1826.
The Old Jail on Vestal street was built
in 18-05 and stands as a relic of by-gone days.
Nantucket has little use for it now and
prides itself on that fact.
Facing the lower end of "the square"
as the business section of Main street is
called is the Pacific Club building or
"Cap'n's Room."
The building was
originally the warehouse of William Rotch,
the famous whaling merchant, and was
built in 1772.
The first thing one sees upon approaching
Nantucket from the water is the standpipe
of the Wannacomet Water Works, the top
of which is 141 feet above the sea level. On
closer approach one finds it to be a large
steel tower 30 feet in diameter and 80 feet
high.
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New Bedford , Martha's Vineyard and Nan tucket Steamboat Line

SUMM ER SC HEDULE
E ffective June 14th, to Sept. 3rd, 1934
Time Shown is Daylight Saving Time
STEAMER
Daily
Daily Ex. Sun. Sun.
A. M. A. M. P.M. Only
9 .30
2.30
2 .30
Lv. New Bedford ..•..•...•• • •... . .. 7 .00
4 .00
3.45
10 .50
Lv. Woods Hole ........ . .... . ... . . . 8 .20
11 .40
4 .45
4 .30
Lv. Oak Bluffs ....... . ......... . .. . 9 .10
Due Vineyard Haven . .. . .......... .
2.00
Due Nantucket .... . ................ 11 .30
7 .15
7.00
Connecting Motor Coach from Oak Bluffs
12.05
4 . 50
Due Edgartown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 .35
5.05
12.00
4 .45
Due Vineyard Haven. ... ... . ........ 9 .30
5 .00

A.M.
Connecting Motor Coach to Oak Bluffs
A.M. A.M.
*5.20
Lv. Edgartown P. 0 .. .. .... .
Lv. Vineyard Haven Bus
Terminal ... . ........... .
STEAMER

Daily

P.M.
7.45
9 .00
9 . 45

P.M.

P. M.

P. M.

P.M.

A.M.
8.15

P.M.

P. M.

P. M.

3 .30

4.00

6.45

4 .30
Sun.
Only

6 .55

Daily

4.00
Daily
Daily Ex-Sun,

Daily

A. M.

A. M.

P. M.

P. M.

8 .15

P. M.

Lv. Nantucket.....................
6 .30
2 .30
3 .00
5 .00
Lv. Vineyard Haven................ 6 .10
....
Lv. Oak Bluffs. . ...... . ....... .. .. .
8.45
4.30
5.00
7 .15
Lv. Woods Hole . ....... . ... . . . . . . . . 6 .55
9 .30
5 .20
5 .50
8 .00
Due New Bedford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 .15
11.10
6 .45
9 .25
7 .30
*Motor Coach connects with Steamer at Vineyard Haven.
W. A. SMITH, Superintendent - New Bedford, Mass.

ROBERTS DOUSE
MEALS BY DAY OR WEEK
ALL ROOMS HAVE RUNNING WATER ..

Corner Pearl and Centre Streets, Nantucket Island
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OFFICE OF NAVAL OFP l CER PROCUREMENT
ROOM 905, LANGFORD BUILDING

BONDS ANDSTAMPS

MIAMI, FLORIDA

OFFICl;AL BUSINESS

ss Charlotte steinhans
230 Copeland Drive
Orlando . Florida

v v.

•

•

O F FICE OF NAVAL O F FICER PRO CUREMENT
ROOM 905, LANG F ORD BUILD ING
MIAMI , FLORIDA

QR :OO:Pl4-l/NOP( )
(14:ss)(3578)

July 5 , 1943

Uss Charlotte steinhans

230 Copeland Drive
Odando , Florida.
Deal' Miss steinhans :

The Dean of Tomen of Rollins College has submitted ou name as a
prospeotive candidate for a. ootnmission in the donien1s R erve Corps
of the u. s. Nav-j' . A new olassi ioation of women office •s has been
opened . The duties for such billets would be as District Direotors
of the omen ' s Reserve, Offioeu - in-Charge of Se8lllell in Nava.l Tl'aining
Sohools , or as Offioet•s - in-Charge of large housing projects .
, o.men selected on this program dll be given dfreot appointments as
commissioned of£ioers in the Naval esel'Ve and will undergo two
month's indootrine.t ion at the Naval Rese~e · dshipmens ·s chool~
Northampton , !.assaohusetts, before boing assigned to their ultimate
duties . The best qualified oandidate s will be appointed to the 1 ank
of lieutenant and lieutenant - junior grade .
A lmv now pending befo1 e Congress will remove any res !1ioti6ns on the
number of offioen in any rank in the ~[om.en's Reserve, thus ass u.ring
well qualified .rntnen an opportunity to attain a higher rank .
1

You~ experienoe and t~aining appears to £it you admirably for this
work , and it is hoped that you will consider the atte.r se iously and

notify us of your deoision .
Yours very truly,

s~~~

Lieutenant , 1'1-V(S) ~ USNR .
By direction .

BACCALAUREATE
SERMON
Delivered by

HAMIL TON HOLT
Prnidtnt of Rollins College
TO

THE GRADUATING CLASS AND
THEIR FRIENDS, ON SUNDAY,
JUNE 2, 1929

HOUSl DIRE(JORY
..

TEXT

CJ'he Kingdom of (]od Is Within You
Luke, 17 :21
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BACCALAUREATE
SERMON
Deli"'vered by

HAMILTON HOLT
President of Rollins College

TO

THE GRADUATING CLASS AND
THEIR FRIENDS, ON SUNDAY,
JUNE 2, 1929

TEXT

Cf'he Kingdom of qod Is Within You
Luke, 17:21

I dedicate this Brochure to the Class of 1929 which
began its career at Rollins College the year that I did.
Their ·names, which will always mean much to me,
follow:

Frank Sterry Abbott
Mabel Alvera Barbor
James Elwood Bartlett, Jr.
Nancy Knox Brown
Robert Amos Burhans
Phillip Harry Cummings
William Murrah Davis, Jr.
William Bacon Evans
Mary Virginia Fisher
Russell Lewis Fuller
Katherine I verne Golloway
.Elroy Ray Goodell
Evelyn Hughey Green
Mary Ellen Hall
Richard Hayward
Hollis Carlyle Ingram
Anna Margaret James
Harrie Abij ah James, Jr.
Wilbur Ferguson Jennings
Leon Johnson Laney
Lucille Borden Langston
Virginia Cherry Lawrence
Rodman John Lehman
Anne Elizabeth Lupton
Luella Vivian Lyle
Howard Aubrey McDonald
Dorothy Primrose McMakin
Adolf Mertl
Virginia Irene Mitchell
Mabel Wood Mousselet
Ione Frances Pope
Anna Bowyer Race
Elisabeth Rhedey
Ros
rd Robertson
Erns
Upmeyer, Jr.
Ma
abeth Veasey
Ling Nyi Vee
Lois Bartlett Walker
Phyllis Harlene Walter
Ruth Emma Ward
Albert John Warner
Donald Powers White
Hazel Darlington Yarbrough
Ernest Zoller

BACCALAUREATE SERMON
Delivered by HAMILTON HoLT
To th~ Members of the 1929 Graduating Class,
the last years of Count Tolstoy's life,
I was the American editor who had the
privilege of first publishing to my countrymen all of his short, ephemeral and miscellaneous
writings. No article that we printed made a deeper
impression on me than the one entitled "My Religion" which took but a page in The Independent,
the essence of which was as follows:

D

RING

Christianity is the best of all the wo-rld's
religions. The essence of Christianity is recorded in the Bible. The essence-of the Bible
is the Zif e of Christ. The essence of the life
of Christ is found in His sayings.
Tolstoy read thru the New Testament and
marked with a red pencil all the sayings of Christ.
He then took a blue pencil and checked those redmarked sayings which he understood, for manifestly those verses he did not understand he did
not regard as obligatory on him to carry out. "My
religion" therefore said Tolstoy, "is the red and
blue marked passages in the Bible."
I have always wanted to do what Tolstoy did,
but carry it one degree further, for manifestly
Tolstoy may have included in his red and blue
marked verses s9me that were not genuine sayings
of Christ, but were interpolations by ancient scribes
and copyists. So during the past year, mostly on
trains and in hotels while engaged in the not always easy task of making friends and in raising
money for Rollins College, I went over the Gospels marking Christ's sayings in red and blue as
Tolstoy did. In addition
he sayings found in
the Bible, I took the thir
yings or "Logia"
discovered by Grenfell an
in the Nile Valley
in 1897 and 1903. These, to
er with the marked
passages in the Bible, I gave to the best available
Bible student I knew and asked him to take a green
pencil and check all the red and blue marked texts
which the recognized Biblical scholars had no doubt
that Christ actually said.
Then I took all of the verses marked in red,
blue and green, cut them out of the Bible and put
them in :five different envelopes, marked respective3
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ly "God," "Heaven," "Christ," "Man," and "Miscellaneous." I then sub-divided the clippings in
each envelope according to topics, bringing all the
sayings on each topic together. After discarding
the ·duplicates, I had in the five envelopes all the
sayings of Christ, classified by topics that were
understandable by me and regarded as genuine by
the Higher Critics. The miscellaneous group
which contained such phrases as "Get thee behind
me, Satan" and "No man seweth a piece of new
cloth on an old garment" I excluded. I then had
left four envelopes labeled, God, Heaven, Christ
and Man. These, it seemed to me, contained all
the sayings of Christ that were genuine, understandable and indisputable, and dealt with faith or
morals-which constitute the Christ-way of life.
Of course, there are three human equations entering into this attempt at a classified picture of
Christ's religion:

First, my own blue pencil markings of the texts
I understand;
·
Second, the green pencil markings which my
scholar friend thinks the Higher Critics would
hold to be genuine ;
Third, the Higher Critics' opinions.
But doubtless anyone doing as I have done would
come within ninety-five per cent of the results that
follow.
I might have chosen any one of the sayings of
Christ for the text of my sermon, but I took "The
Kingdom of God Is Within You" because it made a
deeper impression upon me than any other text
that I read. If it be true that the Kingdom of God
is within us, this saying is dynamic enough to transfigure and transform our personal life, our church
activities and all our current theology.
This search th
Scriptures has been somea voyage of discovery for
me. I have felt m
inles, as I was working over
these sayings, a strange something coming over me,
and I can easily see how men can be so seized by
the spirit of Christ's words as to forsake all and
follow Him.
I have refrained from expounding or interpreting any of the sayings. I make no pretense to
any critical study in what follows. I offer only
these two generalizations:
4
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First, every saying of Christ is so simple that
any child can understand it;
Second, every saying is so profound that no
philosopher who ever lived can fathom completely
its depths. Can such be said of the sayings of
any other man?
GOD
The first group of Christ's sayings about God follows:

"Why callest thou me good? None is good save
one: That is God.''
"Be ye therefore perfect as your Father in
Heaven is perfect."
"Be ye therefore merciful as your Father in
Heaven is merciful."
"With God all things are possible. For as you
forgive men their trespasses, your Heavenly
Father will also forgive you, but if ye forgive not
men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses."
"Or what man is there of you, whom if his son
ask bread will he give him a stone. Or if he ask
a fish will he give him a serpent. If ye then being
evil know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Father which is
in Heaven give good things to them that ask him."
"I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of Heaven and
Earth, because thou hast hid these things from the
wise and prudent and hast revealed them to babes."
It is therefore evident that God according to Jesus is
1. Good
2. Perfect
8. Merciful
4. Omnipotent
5. Forgives us if we for give others
6. Gives to those who ask
7. Reveals himself more
babes than to
the wise and prude

THE KINGDOM

HEAVEN

"The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a grain of
mustard seed which a man took and cast into a
garden in his field, and it grew and waxed a great
tree and the birds of the air lodged in the branches
thereof in the shadow of it."
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a leaven
which a woman took and hid in three measures of
meal, till the whole was leavened."
5
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"The Kingdom-of Heaven is like unto a treasure
hid in the field; the which when a man hath found
.he hideth and for joy thereof goeth and selleth all
that he hath and buyeth that field."
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a merchantman seeking goodly pearls, who when he had
found one pearl of great price went and sold all
that he had and bought it."
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a net that
was cast into the sea and gathered of every kind,
which when it was full, they drew to shore and sat
down and gathered the good into vessels but cast
the bad away."
"The Kingdom of Heaven is likened unto a man
which sowed good seed in his field, but while men
slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the
wheat and went his way. But when the blade was
sprung up and brought forth fruit, there appeared
the tares also."
"So the servants of the householder came and
said unto him: 'Sir, didst not thou sow good seed
in thy field? From whence hath it tares?' "
"He said unto them: 'An enemy hath done this.' "
"The servants said unto him: 'Wilt thou then
that we go and gather them up?' "
"But he said: 'Nay, lest while ye gather up the
tares ye root up also the wheat with them. Let
both grow together until the harvest : and in the
time of harvest I will say unto the reapers, 'Gather
ye together first the tares and bind them in bundles
to burn them, but gather the wheat unto my barn.' "
"He that soweth the good seed is the Son of
Man. The field is the world, the good seed are the
children of the Kingdom, but the tares are the
children of the wicked one, the enemy that sowed
them is the devil, the harvest is the end of the
world and the reapers are the angels."
"As therefore the tares are gathered and burned
in the fire, so shall
e in the end of the world.
The Son of Man shall send forth his angels and
they shall gather out of his Kingdom all things
that off end and them that do iniquity and shall
cast them into a furnace of fire. There shall be
wailing and gnashing of teeth."
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a certain
King, which would take account of his servants.
And when he had begun to reckon, one was brought
unto him, which owed him ten thousand talents.
But forasmuch as he had not to pay, his lord com6
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mantled him to be sold and his wife and children
and all that he had, and payment to be made. The
servant therefore fell down and worshipped him,
saying, 'Lord, have patience with me, and I will
pay thee all.' Then the Lord of that servant was
moved with compassion, and loosed him and forgave him the debt."
"But the same servant went out, and found one
of his fellow servants, which owed him a hundred
pence: and he laid hands on him and took him by
the throat, saying, 'Pay me that thou owest.' And
his fellow servant fell down at his feet and besought him, saying, 'Have patience with me, and I
will pay thee all.' And he would not: but went and
cast him into prison, till he should pay the debt."
"So when his fellow servants saw what was
done, they were very sorry, and came and told unto
their lord all that was done. Then his lord, after
that he had called him, said unto him, 0 thou
wicked servant, I forgave thee all that debt, because thou desiredst me ; shouldest not thou also
have had compassion on thy fellow servant, even as
I had pity on thee?"
"And his lord was wroth, and delivered him to
his tormentors, till he should pay all that was due
unto him. So likewise shall my heavenly father
do also unto you, if ye from your hearts forgive
not every one his brother their trespasses.''
"The Kingdom of Heaven is as a man traveling
in a far country who called his own servants and
delivered unto them his goods. And unto one he
gave five talents, to another two, and to another
one; to every man according to his several ability;
and straightway took his journey."
"Then he that had received the five talents went
and traded with the same, and made them five
other talents. And likewise he that had received
two, he also gained other two. But he that had
received one went and digged in the earth, and
hid his lord's money.''
"After a long time the lord of those servants
cometh, and reckoneth with them."
"And so he that had received five talents came
and brought other five talents, saying, Lord, thou
deliveredst unto me five talents; behold I have
gained beside them five talents more. His lord
said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful
servant: thou hast been faithful over a few things,
7
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I will make thee ruler over many things : enter
thou into the joy of thy lord."
"He also that had received two talents came
and said, Lord, thou deliveredst unto me two
talents: behold I have gained two other talents
beside them. His lord said unto him, Well done,
good and faithful servant: thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many
things: enter thou into the joy of thy lord."
"Then he which had received the one talent came
and said, Lord, I knew thee that thou art a hard
man, reaping where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou hast not strewed; and I was
afraid, and went and hid my talent in the earth:
lo, there thou hast that is thine."
"His Lord answered and said unto him, Thou
wicked and slothful servant, thou knewest that I
reap where I sowed not, and gather where I have
not strewed; thou oughtest therefore to have put
my money to the exchangers, and then at my coming I should have received mine own with usury."
"Take therefore the talent from him, and give
it unto him which hath ten talents. For unto every
one that hath shall be given, and he shall have
abundance, but from him that hath not shall be
taken away even that which he hath. And cast
ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness:
there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth."
So far Jesus has not said what the Kingdom of
Heaven is but only what it is like. Now he defines it
more directly. If we ask who is fit for the Kingdom,
he answers:

"No man having put his hand to the plough and
looking back is fit for the Kingdom of God."
How shall we enter the Kingdom of Heaven?
says:

Jesus

"For I say unto you except your righteousness
shall exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and
the Pharisees, ye shall in no sense enter the Kingdom of Heaven."
Is the Kingdom of God remote?

Jesus replied :

"Repent ye and believe the Gospel.
the Kingdom of God is at hand."
And where is the Kingdom of God?
astounding answer:

Repent for

And this is the

"The Kingdom of God is within you."
I have now told you everything that Jesus says the
Kingdom of God is like; who is fit for the Kingdom;
how we shall enter the Kingdom; how far away is the
Kingdom, and most astonishing of all, where the Kingdom is. But of what really is the Kingdom?
8
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The only answer Jesus gives is this:

"Suffer the little children to come unto me and
forbid them not, for of such is the Kingdom of
Heaven."
CHRIST
The following fourteen distinct things Christ says
about himself:

"For I came down from Heaven not to do mine
own will but the will of Him that sent me."
"My doctrine is not mine but Him that sent me."
"No man knoweth the Son but the Father:
neither knoweth any man the Father save the Son
and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him."
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
has anointed me to preach the Gospel to the poor ;
He hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to
preach deliverance to the captive and recovering
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are
bruised, to preach the acceptable year to the Lord."
"They that be whole need not a physician but
they that are sick * * * For I am not come to call
the righteous but the sinners to repentance."
"For the Son of Man is not come to destroy
men's lives but to save them."
"Think not that I am come to destroy the law or
the prophets. I am not come to destroy but to
fulfill."
"Think not that I am come to send peace on
earth. I come not to send peace but a sword.
For I am come to set a man at variance with his
father and the daughter against her mother and
the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.
And a man's foes shall be of his own household.
He that loveth father ~r mother more than me is
not worthy of me. And he that loveth son and
daughter more than me is not worthy of me."
"For the Son of Man cometh at an hour when ye
think not."
"For the Son of Man shall come in the glory of
his Father with his Angels; and then he shall reward every man according to his works."
"I am the bread of life." ·
"Without me ye can do nothing."
"When two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them."
A "Logia" verse reads : "Whenever there are
(two) they are not without God and whenever
there is one alone I say I am with him. Raise
the stone there shalt thou find me, cleave the wood
and there am I."
9
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In these fourteen sayings therefore Christ tells us he
came down from Heaven to preach not his doctrine but
his Father's, not to destroy but to fulfill the law, not
to call the righteous but the sinners to repentance, in
fine, to preach and to heal. When he will come again no
one can know, but when He does come He will reward
everyone according to his works, for He is the Bread
of Life and without Him one can do nothing.

MAN
What Christ says about man may be divided into two
main parts:
1. Man's duties and relations to God, Christ and the
Kingdom of Heaven.
2. Man's duties to himself and relations to his fellowmen.
Man's duties to God, Christ and the Kingdom of
Heaven I have arranged under four captions: "Salvation
and Belief," "Prayer," "Blasphemy," "Rules for His
Disciples."
Man's duties to his fellow men I have divided into the
following main subjects: Proverbs, Faith, War, Peace,
Quarrelling, Reconciliation, Hypocrisy, False Prophets,
Lawyers, Doctors, the Sabbath, Children, Riches, Alms,
Marriage, Adultery, Fasting, Oaths, Drunkenness, Covetousness, Humility, Defilements, Forgiveness, Repentance, Mercy, Trust, Compensations, The Beatitudes,
Love.

SALVATION AND BELIEF
"No man can come to me except the Father
which hath sent me draw him."
"If any man will come after me, whosoever will,
let him deny himself and take up his cross daily
and follow me."
"And he that taketh not his cross and follow me
is not worthy of me."
"For whosoever will save his life shall lose it,
but whosoever will lose his life for my sake and
the Gospel's, the same shall save it."
"For what profiteth a man, what is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole world and lose
himself, lose his own soul or be cast away. Or
what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?"
"Not everyone that saith, 'Lord, Lord,' shall
enter into the Kingdom of Heaven, but he that
doeth the will of my Father which is in Heaven.
Many will say unto me in that day, 'Lord, Lord
have we not prophesied in thy name and in thy
name have cast out devils, and in thy name done
many wonderful works.' And then I will profess
unto them, I never knew you. Depart from me,
ye that work iniquity."
10
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"If any man come to me and hate not his father
and mother and wife and children and brethren
and sisters, yea and his own life, also, he cannot
be my disciple."
"And whosoever doth not bear his cross and
come after me cannot be my disciple."
"Whosoever, therefore, shall be ashamed of me
and my words * * * of him also shall the Son of
Man be ashamed when he shall come in his own
glory * * *."
"And if any man hear my words and believe not,
I judge him not: for I come not to judge the world
but to save the world."
"Whosoever therefore shall confess me before
men, him will I also confess before my Father
which is in Heaven. But whosoever shall deny me
before men him will I also deny before my Father
which is in Heaven."
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved, but he that believeth not shall be damned."
"And many false prophets shall rise to deceive
many, and because iniquity shall abound, the love
of many shall wax cold. But he that shall endure
to the end the same shall be saved."
"Verily I say unto you he that believeth on me
shall have everlasting life."

PRAYER
I find only the five following injunctions in regard to
prayer:

"But when ye pray use not vain repetitions as
the heathen do, for they think they shall be heard
for their much speaking. Be not ye therefore like
unto them, for your Father knoweth what things
ye have need of before ye ask Him.
"And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as
the hypocrites are, for they love to pray standing
in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets
that they may be seen of men * * * . But when
thou prayest, enter into thy closet and when thou
hast shut the door pray to thy Father which is in
secret, and thy Father which seeth in secret will
reward thee openly."
"And when ye stand praying forgive if ye have
aught against any, that your Father which is in
Heaven may forgive you your trespasses. But if
ye do not forgive, neither will your Father which
is in Heaven forgive your trespasses."
"After this manner, therefore pray ye:
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"Our Father which art in Heaven, Hallowed
be thy Name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be
done in earth, as it is in Heaven.
"Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive
us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.
"And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us
from evil;
"For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and
the glory, forever. Amen."
"Take ye heed, watch and pray, for ye know
not when the time is."
"What things soever ye desire when ye pray,
believe that ye receive them and ye shall receive
them."
BLASPHEMY
There is only one saying on Blasphemy. It is this:

"And whosoever shall speak a word against the
Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him, but whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost is in danger
of eternal damnation. It shall not be forgiven him
either in this world or the world to come."
RULES FOR DISCIPLES
Whether this means all His followers, that is, all who
confess Him, or merely the priestly class--our ministers
of today, He does not say.

"Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature."
"The harvest truly is great, but the laborers are
few."
"Pray ye therefore the Lord of the Harvest
that he would send forth laborers into the harvest."
"Go your way: behold I send you forth as lambs
among wolves."
"Carry neither purse, nor script, nor shoes and
salute no man by the way."
"And into whatsoever house ye enter first say
'Peace be to this house.' And if the Son of Peace
be there your peace shall rest upon it, if not, it
shall turn to you again.''
"And in the same house remain eating and
drinking such things as they give: for the laborer
is worthy of his nire. Go not from house to house."
"And into whatsoever city ye enter and they
receive you eat such things as are set before you
and heal the sick that are therein and say unto
them, 'The Kingdom of God is come nigh unto
you.'"
"But unto whatsoever city you enter and they
receive you not, go your ways out into the streets
12
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of the same and say 'Even the very dust of your
city, which cleaveth on us, we do wipe off against
you; notwithstanding be ye sure of this, that the
Kingdom of God is come nigh unto you."
"But I say unto you that it shall be more tolerable in that day for Sodom ·t han for that city."
"Go therefore and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and the Son, and
the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have commanded you* * * *.
In my name shall they cast out devils, they shall
speak with new tongues, they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall
not hurt them. They shall lay hands on the sick,
and they shall recover, and when they shall lead
you and deliver you up, take no thought beforehand what ye shall speak, neither do ye premeditate, but whatsoever shall be given you in that
hour, that speak ye, for it is not you that speak
but the Holy Ghost. Settle it therefore in your
hearts, not to meditate before what ye shall answer, for I will give you a mouth and wisdom
which all your adversaries shall not be able to
gainsay or resist."
"Rejoice and be exceeding glad. For great is
your reward in Heaven, for so persecuted they the
prophets which were before you."
"A new commandment I give unto you-that
ye love one another, as I have loved you, that ye
also love one another. By this shall all men know
that ye are my disciples, if ye have love, one to
another."
MAN'S DUTIES TO HIMSELF AND
TO HIS FELLOW MEN

Gol,den Rule: "As ye would that men should do
to you, do ye also to them likewise."
Church Raffles: "Make not my Father's house
a house of merchandise."
Loyalty: "No man can serve two masters for
either he will hate the one and love the other ; or
else he will hold to the one and despise the other.
Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."
Desecration: "Give not that which is holy unto
the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine,
lest they trample them under their feet and turn
again and rend you."
How to Judge: "Judge not according to the appearance but judge righteous judgment."
13
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Religion and the State: "Render, therefore, unto
Cresar the things which are Cresar's and unto God
the things which are God's."
A Prophet: "A prophet is not without honor
save in his own country and among his own kin
and in his own house."
And the following might 'be the motto for Rollins or
any other College:

"Ye shall know the truth and truth shall make
you free."
THE POWER OF FAITH
"If ye have faith and doubt not, ye shall not
only do this which is done * * * but also if ye shall
say to the mountain, 'Be thou removed and be thou
cast into the sea,' it shall be done."
"If ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed
* * * nothing shall be impossible to thee. Howbeit this kind of faith goeth not out, can come
forth, by nothing but by prayer and fasting."

WAR AND PEACE

International War: "Take heed that ye be not
deceived, but· when ye shall hear commotions and
wars and rumors of wars, see that ye be not troubled. Such things must need be. * * * Nation
shall rise against nation and kingdom against
kingom and there shall be famine and troubles and
pestilences and great earthquakes in divers places
and fearful sights and great signs shall there be
from Heaven."
Civil War: "Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation and every city or
house divided against itself f alleth."
Aggression: "Put up again thy sword into its
place in the sheath; for all they that take the
sword shall perish by the sword."
Fear of Death: "Be not afraid of them that
kill the body and after that have no more that they
can do. But I will forewarn you whom ye shall
fear. Fear him which after he hath killed hath
power to cast into hell, yea I say unto you, fear
him."
RETURNING GOOD FOR EVIL
"Love ye your enemies and do good and lend,
hoping for nothing again and your reward shall be
great."
"Agree with thine adversary quickly, while thou
art in the way with him, lest at any· time the ad14
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versary deliver thee to the judge and the judge
deliver thee to the officers and thou be cast in
prison."
"Ye have heard that it hath been said, 'An eye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,' but I say unto
you that ye resist not evil, but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other
also."
"If any man will sue thee by law and take away
thy coat, let him have thy cloak also."
"Whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile go
with him twain,"
"Give to-him that asketh thee and from him that
would borrow of thee, turn not thou away."
"You have heard that it hath been said, 'Thou
shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy,' but
I say unto you: Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you and pray
for them that despitefully use you and persecute
you, that ye may be the children of your Father
which is in Heaven, for he maketh his sun to rise
on the evil and on the good and sendeth rain on
the just and on the unjust."
And finally:

"Have peace one with another."
QUARRELING
"Ye have heard it said by them of old time:
Thou shalt not kill, and whomsoever shall kill shall
be in danger of judgment. But I say unto you
that whosoever is angry with his brother without
a cause shall be in danger of the judgment, and
whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be
in danger of the council, but whosoever shall say,
Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire."
RECONCILIATION
"Therefore, if thou bring thy gift to the altar
and there rememberest that thy brother has aught
against thee, leave there thy gift before the altar
and go thy way. First be reconciled to thy brother
and then come and offer thy gift."
"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against
thee, go and tell him his fault between thee and
him alone. If he shall hear thee, thou hast gained
thy brother. But if he will not hear thee, then
take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth
of two or three witnesses, every word may be
established. And if he shall neglect to hear them,
15
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tell it unto the church. But if he neglect to hear
the church, let him be unto thee as a heathen man
and a publican."
"If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke
him; if he repent, forgive him. And if he trespass
against thee seven times in a day and seven times
in a day turn again to thee saying, I repent, thou
shalt forgive him."
HYPOCRISY
"Two men went up into the temple to pray: the
one a Pharisee and the other a publican. The
Pharisee stood and thus prayed with himself, 'God,
I thank thee that I am not as other men are, extorters, unjust, adulterers or even as this publican.
I fast twice in a week, I give tithes of all I possess.' And the publican standing afar off would
not lift up so much as his eyes unto Heaven, but
smote upon his breast saying, 'God be merciful to
me a sinner.' I tell you this man went down to
his house justified rather than the other, for every
man that exalteth himself shall be abased and he
that humbleth himself shall be exalted."
"Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees which
is hypocrisy. For there is nothing covered that
shall not be revealed, neither hid that shall not be
known. Therefore, whatsoever ye have spoken in
darkness shall be heard in the light and that which
ye have spoken in the ear in closets shall be proclaimed upon the housetops."
"Beware of the Scribes which desire to walk in
all the roads and love greetings in the market
places and the highest seats in the synagogues and
the uppermost rooms at feasts, which devour
widows' houses, and for a show make long prayers:
these same shall receive greater damnation * * *
for ye compass sea and land and make one proselyte and when he is made ye make him twofold
more the child of hell than yourselves * * * for
ye are like whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
beautiful outward but are within full of dead
men's bones and of all uncleanness."
"The Scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses' seat:
all therefore whatsoever they did you observe, that
observe and do, but do not yet after their works
for they say and do not. For they find heavy burdens and grievous to be borne and lay them on
men's shoulders, but they themselves will not move
them with one of their fingers. But all their words
16
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they do to be seen of men: they make broad their
phylacteries and enlarge the borders of their garments and love the uppermost rooms at feasts and
the chief seats in the synagogues and to be called
of men, Rabbi, Rabbi."
FALSE PROPHETS
"Beware false prophets which come to you in
sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening
wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles?
Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit
but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit * * *
wherefore by .their fruits ye shall know them."
LAWYERS
"Woe unto you also ye lawyers, for ye load men
with burdens grievous to be borne and ye touch
not the burdens with one of your fingers. * * *
Ye have taken away the key of knowledge, ye entered not in yourselves and them that were entering in ye hindered."
DOCTORS
"You will surely say unto me this proverb: 'Physician, heal thyself. Whatsoever you have heard
done in Capernaum do also here in thy country.'"
Logia: "Neither does a physician work cures
upon them that know him."
THE SABBATH
Logia: "Unless ye make the Sabbath a real Sabbath ye shall not see the Father."
"The Sabbath was made for man and not man
for the Sabbath."
"I will ask you one thing. Is it lawful on the
Sabbath Day to do good or to do evil, to save life
or to kill, to save life or destroy it?"
"What man shall there be among you that shall
have one sheep and if it fall into a pit on the Sabbath Day will he not lay hold on it and lift it out.
How much then is a man better than a sheep?
Wherefore it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath
Day."
"Thou hypocrites, doth not each one of you on
the Sabbath Day loose his ox or his ass from the
stall and lead him to watering? And ought not
this woman being a daughter of Abraham whom
Satan has bound lo these eighteen years be loosed
from this bond on the Sabbath Day?"
17
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CHILDREN
"Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as
this little child the same is greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven."
"Verily, I say unto you except as ye be converted and become as little children ye shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heaven."
"And whoso shall receive one such little child in
my name receiveth me, but whoso shall offend one
of these little ones which believe in me, it were
better that a millstone were hanged about his neck
and that he were drowned in the depths of the
sea."
"And whosoever shall give a drink unto one of
these little ones of a cup of cold water only in the
name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he shall
in nowise lose his reward."
"Suffer the little children to come unto me and
forbid them not for of such is the Kingdom of
He·a ven."
RICHES
"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth,
where moth and rust doth corrupt and where
thieves break through and steal, but lay up for
yourselves treasures in Heaven, where neither
moth nor rust doth corrupt and where thieves do
not break through nor steal. For where your
treasure is there will your heart be also."
"Children how hard it is for them that trust in
riches to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. Verily I say unto you that a rich man shall hardly
enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. And again I
say unto you, it is easier for a camel to go through
a needle's eye than for a rich man to enter into
the Kingdom of God."
"So is he that layeth up treasures for himself
and is not rich towards God."
ALMS
"This poor widow doth cast in more than they
all which have cast into the treasury, for all these
in their abundance cast into the offerings of God,
but she of her penury did cast in all that she had,
even all her living."
"Give alms of such things as ye have and behold
all things are clean unto you."
"Give to every man that asketh of thee and of
him that taketh away thy goods ask them not
.again."
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Dinner Parties: "When thou makest a dinner or
a supper call not thy friends nor thy brethren,
neither thy kinsman nor thy rich neighbors, lest
they also bid thee again and a recompense be made
thee. But when thou makest a feast call the poor,
the maimed, the lame, and the blind, and thou shalt
be blessed for they cannot recompense thee, for
thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of
the just."
The next two verses are the only contradictory ones
I can :find in the sayings of Jesus.

"Take heed that ye do not your alms before men
that ye be seen of them. * * * Therefore when thou
doest thine alms do not sound a trumpet before
thee as the hypocrites do in the synagogue and in
the streets that they may have glory of men.
Verily I say unto you that they have their reward.
But when thou doest alms let not thine left hand
know what thy right hand doeth, that thine alms
may be in secret and thy Father which seeth in
secret shall reward thee openly."
The next verse Thomas Jefferson calls "Truth spreads
by contagion." Whatever it is, it seems to contradict
the previous verse.

"Let your light so shine before men that they
may see your good works and glorify your Father
which is in Heaven."
Human Perfection: "If thou will be perfect, go
thy way, sell all that thou hast and distribute it
to the poor * * * and come, take up thy cross and
follow me."
"It is more blessed to give than to receive."
MARRIAGE
"He which made them at the beginning made
them male and female and said for this cause shall
a man leave father and mother and shall cleave
to his wife, and they twain shall be one flesh. So
then, they are no more twain but one flesh. * * *
What therefore God hath joined together let no
ma·n put asunder."
"The disciples asked him is it not good to
marry."
"Jesus said : 'All men cannot receive this saying
to whom it is given. For there are some eunuchs
which were so born from their mother's womb and
there are some eunuchs which were made eunuchs
of men and there be eunuchs which have made
themselves eunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven's
sake. He that is able to receive it let him receive it.' "
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ADULTERY
Two of the verses are evidently to men.
and the lesson are to women.

One verse

"It hath been said that whosoever shall put away
his wife let him give her a writing of divorcement,
but I say unto you, that whosoever shall put away
his wife, saving of the cause of fornication, causeth
her to commit adultery, and whosoever shall marry
her that is divorced, committeth adultery."
"Ye have heard it was said by them of old time,
Thou shalt not commit adultery, but I say unto
you that whosoever looketh on a woman to lust
after her hath committed adultery with her already
in his heart."
"If a woman put away her husband and be
married to another, she committeth adultery."
"Early in the morning Jesus came again into
the temple. The people came; and he sat down
and taught them.
"Scribes and Pharisees brought a woman taken
in adultery. They say unto Jesus: Master, Moses
in the law commanded us that such should be
stoned; but what sayest thou?"
"This they said, tempting him, that they might
have to accuse him."
"But Jesus stooped and with his finger wrote
on the ground as though he heard them not. So
when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He that is without sin
among you let him cast the first stone at her."
"Again Jesus stooped and wrote on the ground.
And they being convicted by their own conscience,
went out one by one, beginning at the eldest: Jesus
was left alone, and the woman standing in the
midst."
"When he had lifted up himself and saw none
but the woman, he said, Woman where are those
thine accusers? Hath no man condemned the&?
"She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto
her, Neither do I condemn thee: Go and sin no
more."
FASTING
"Moreover when ye fast, be not as the hypocrites of a sad countenance, for they disfigure
their faces, that they may appear unto men to fast
* * * But thou when thou fastest anoint thy head
and wash thy face; that thou appear not unto men
to fast, but unto thy Father which is in secret and
thy Father which seeth in secret shall anoint thee
openly."
20
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Logia: "Except ye fast to the world, ye shall in
no wise find the Kingdom of God."
OATHS
"But I say unto you that every idle word that
men shall speak they shall give account thereof
in the day of Judgment. For by thy words thou
shalt be justified and by thy words thou shalt be
condemned. * * * for Ol!t of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaketh."
"Ye have heard that it hath been said by them
of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself but
shall perform unto the Lord thine oaths. But I
say unto you, Swear not at all * * * but let your
communication be yea, yea, nay, nay. Whatsoever
is more than these, cometh of evil."
DRUNKENNESS
This is the only reference I can find.

"And take heed of yourselves lest at any tim.e
your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and
drunkenness and cares of this life."
COVETOUSNESS
"Take heed and beware of covetousness, for a
man's life consisteth not of the things which he
possesses."
"The ground of a certain rich man brought forth
plentifully; and he thought within himself saying,
what shall I do, because I have no room where to
bestow my fruits."
"And he said this will I do: I will pull down
my barns and build greater and there will I bestow
all my fruits and my goods. And I will say to my
soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many
years; take thine ease, eat, drink and be merry."
"But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night
thy soul shall be required of thee: then whose shall
those things be, which thou hast provided?"
"So is he that layeth up treasures for himself
and is not rich toward God."
HUMILITY
"For I say unto you that to everyone that hath
shall be given and from him that hath not, even
that he hath shall be taken away from him!'
"For unto him whosoever much is given, of him
much shall be required, and to whom men have
committed much, of him they will ask the more."
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"He that loveth his life shall los it and he that
hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto life
eternal."
"Give and it shall be given unto you-good
measure pressed down and shaken together and
running over."
"But he that is greatest among you shall be your
servant. And whomsoever shall exalt himself shall
be abased and he that shall humble himself shall
be exalted."
"So the last shall be first and the first last, for
many are called but few chosen."
"If any man shall deserve to be first, the same
shall be last."
"The disciple is not above his Master nor the
servant above his lord. It is enough for the disciple that he be as his master and the servant as
his lord."
"When thou art bidden of any man to a wedding,
sit not down in the highest room, lest a more honor able man than thou be bidden of him and he
that bade thee and him come to say to thee, 'Give
this man place,' and thou begin with shame to take
the lowest room. But when thou art bidden, go
and sit in the lowest room that when he that bade
thee cometh, he may say unto thee, Friend, go up
higher. Then shalt thou have worship in the
presence of them that sit at meat with thee."
DEFILEMENTS
"And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out
and cast it from thee, for it is profitable for thee
that one of thy members should perish and not
that thy whole body should be cast into hell."
"And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off,
for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish and not that thy whole body
should be cast into hell."
"Not that ,which goeth into the mouth defileth
a man. There is nothing from without a man that
entereth into him that can defile him, but the
things which come out of him that are they which
defile him. If any man have ears to hear, let him
hear."
"For from within, out of the hearts of men proceed evil thoughts, fornications, murders, thefts,
covetousness, wickedness, false witness, deceit,
lasciviousness, an evil eye, blasphemies, pride,
foolishness, all these things come from within and
22
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these are the things that defile a man. But to eat
with unwashen hands defileth not a man."
"And why beholdest thou the mote that is in
thy brother's eye but perceiveth not the beam that
is in thine own eye. Thou hypocrite, cast out first
the beam out of thine own eye and then thou shall
see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy
brother's eye."

FORGIVENESS
"There was a certain creditor which had two
debtors; the one owed five hundred pence, and the
other fifty. And when they had nothing to pay,
he frankly forgave them both."
"Tell me, therefore, which of them will love
him most?"
"Simon answered, I suppose that he to whom he
£orgave most. And Jesus said, Thou hast rightly
judged."

REPENTANCE
"A certain man had two sons : and the younger
of them said to his father, Father, give me the
portion of goods that falleth to me. And he divided
unto them his living."
"And not many days after, the younger son
gathered all together, and took his journey into a
far country and there wasted his substance with
riotous living. And when he had spent all, there
arose a mighty famine in that land; and he began
to be in want."
"And he went and joined himself to a citizen
of that country; and he sent him into his fields to
feed swine. And he would fain have filled his
belly with the husks that the swine did eat; and
no man gave unto him."
"And when he came to himself, he said, How
many hired servants of my fathers have bread
enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger?
I will arise and go to my father and will say unto
him, Father I have sinned against Heaven, and
before thee and am no more worthy to be called
thy son: make me as one of thy hired servants."
"And he arose, and came to his father. But
when he was yet a great way off, his father saw
him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell on his
neck, and kissed him."
"And the son said unto him, Father I have
sinned against Heaven and in thy sight, and am no
more worthy to be called thy son."
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"But the father said to his servants, bring forth
the best robe and put it on him; and put a ring
on his hand and shoes on his feet: and bring hither
the fatted calf and kill it; and let us eat and be
merry: for this my son was dead and is alive
again; he was lost, and is found. And they began
to be merry."
"Now his elder son was in the field; and as he
came and drew nigh to the house, he heard music
and dancing. And he called one of the servants,
and asked what these things meant. And he said
unto him, Thy brother is come; and thy father
hath killed the fatted calf, because he hath received him safe and sound. And he was angry and
would not go in: therefore came his father out and
entreated him, and he answering said to his father,
Lo these many years do I serve thee, neither transgressed I at any time thy commandment and yet
thou never gavest me a kid that I might make
merry with my friends: but as soon as this thy son
was come which hath devoured thy living with harlots, thou hast killed for him the fatted calf."
"And he said unto him, Son, thou art ever with
me, and all that I have is thine. It was mete that
we should make merry and be glad: for this thy
brother was dead and is alive again; and was lost,
and is found."

MERCY
"A certain man went down from Jerusalem to
Jericho, and fell among thieves which stripped him
of his raiment and wounded him and departed,
leaving him half dead.
"And by chance · there came down a certain
priest that way: and when he saw him, he passed
by on the other side."
"Likewise, a Levite, when he was at the place,
came and looked on him, and passed by on the
other side."
"But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came
where he was: and when he saw him, he had compassion on him, and went to him, and bound up
his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him
on his own beast, and brought him to an inn and
took care of him. And on the morrow, when he
departed, he took out two pence and gave them to
the host and said unto him, take care of him and
whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come
again, I will repay thee."
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"Which now of these three, thinkest thou, was
neighbor unto him that fell among the thieves?"
"He said, He that showed mercy on him. Then
said Jesus unto him,"
"Go, and do thou likewise."
TRUST
According to Thomas J e:fferson this means the Futility of Worry.

"Take no thought for your life, what ye shall
eat or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your body
what ye shall put on. Is not the life more than
meat and the body more than raiment? Behold
the fowls of the air, for they sow not, neither do
they reap nor gather into barns, yet your Heavenly
Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better
than they?"
"Which of you by taking thought can add one
cubit to his stature? And why take ye thought of
raiment?
Consider the lilies of the :field, how
they grow. They toil not neither do they spin, and
yet I say unto you, that even Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore if God so clothed the grass of the :field which
today is and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall
he not much more clothe you, oh ye of little faith."
"Therefore take no thought, saying, what shall
we eat, or what shall we drink or wherewithal shall
we be clothed * * * for your Heavenly Father
knoweth that ye have need of all these things."
"But seek ye :first the Kingdom of God and his
righteousness and all these things shall be added
unto you."
"Take therefore no thought of the morrow, for
the morrow shall take thought of the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
COMPENSATIONS
"Take heed what ye hear. With what measure
ye mete, for it shall be measured to you; and unto
you that hear shall more be given, for he that hath
to him shall be given and he that hath not from
him shall be taken even that which he hath."
"Ask and it shall be given you, seek and ye shall
:find, knock and it shall be opened unto you, for
everyone that asketh receiveth and he that seeketh
:findeth and to him that knocketh it shall be
opened."
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"Conde~n not and ye sh~ll not b~ condemned,
forgive and ye shall be forgiven."
"Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with
what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged, and
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured
to you again."
"All things whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do ye even so to them, for this is the law
and the prophets."

THE BEATITUDES
Now come the Beatitudes which Jefferson termed "A
new method of Government."

"Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the
Kingdom of Heaven."
"Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be
comforted.'~
"Blessed are the meek; for they shall inherit
the earth."
"Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst
after righteousness; for they shall be filled."
"Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtain
mercy."
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
God."
"Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be
called the children of God."
"Blessed are they which are persecuted for
righteousness sake, for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven."
"Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you and
persecute you and say all manner of evil against
you falsely for my sake."
"Blessed are they that have not seen and yet
have believed."
"Blessed are those servants whom the Lord
when he cometh shall find watching."
"Blessed are they which hear the word of God
and keep it."
"Whosoever, therefore, shall break one of these
commandments (Beatitudes) and shall teach men
so, he shall be called the least in the Kingdom of
Heaven, but whosoever shall do and teach them,
the same shall be called great in the Kingdom of
Heaven."
"But woe unto you that are rich for ye have re•
ceived your consolation."
"Woe unto you that are full, for ye shall hunger."
26
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"Woe unto you that laugh now,
mourn and weep."
"Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of
you, for so did the fathers of the false prophets."
Thus blessed are the poor in spirit, those who mourn,
the meek, the righteous, the merciful, the pure, the
peacemakers and the persecuted, but not blessed are the
rich, the full, the laughers and those who are popular.

LOVE
"If you love me keep my commandments."
"The first of all the commandments is * * *
thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart
and with all thy soul and with all thy mind and
with all thy strength. This is the first and great
commandment. And the second is like unto itnamely, thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
•On these two commandments hang all the law and
the prophets. There is no greater commandment
than these."
What is the greatest manifestation of Love?
answers,

Jesus

"Greater love hath no man than this, that he
lay down his life for his friend."
WHAT JESUS SAYS ABOUT HIS SAYINGS
"Whosoever heareth these sayings of mine and
doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise man which
built his house upon a rock and the rain descended
and the floods came and the winds blew and beat
upon that house and it fell not, for it was founded
upon a rock."
"And everyone that heareth these sayings of
mine and doeth them not shall be likened unto a
foolish man who built his house upon the sand,
and the rain descended and the floods came and
the wind blew and beat upon that house and it
fell and great was the fall of it."
FOLLOW ME
And I now conclude the sayings of Jesus with three
which seem to sum them all up.

"Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy
laden and I will give you rest."
"Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, for
I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye shall find
rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy and
my burden is light."
"Follow me."
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mew GWeston
(Juest Ser::i,kes
In planning the services of any
metropolitan hotel it is necessary to consider the tastes of
many persons . . . the needs of
the permanent as well as the
transient guest . . . to create
for all an atmosphere of inviting hospitality.
To this end
services at The New Weston
have been carefully planned and,
we hope, executed in a ~anner
that will add to the personal
comfort of every guest. If any
little courtesy or detail of
service has been overlooked
please bring it to our attention.
We will appreciate your cooperation and exert every effort
to make yours a pleasant stay.

I

,

THE NEW WESTON is excellently located for those residing
in, or visiting New York. It is
quickly accessible to places of
interest. The address has long
been one of social distinction.

Shops -On Madison and Park
A venues are to be found many
of New York's smartest shops.
Fashion's latest will be found
here as well as other interesting
merchandise. On Fifth A venue,
one block away, are department
stores of outstanding excellence.

Art Galleries-Within walking distance are to be found
many of the leading art galleries, and exhibitions by internationally known artists.
,
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Eocatwn
Theatres - It is but a few
minutes ride or walk to Broadway and 5 0th Street. In this
section theatres abound and
Broadway is at its brightest.
R.ailroad Terminals-Both
Pennsylvania and New York
Central railroad terminals are
easily accessible from The New
Weston. Bus terminals, including B5O and suburban, are
quickly reached.

Steamship Piers - I t is but
a matter of minutes from steamship piers to The New Weston.
Facilities for rapid transportation are immediately available.
Central Park-It

is but a
short walk or ride to Central
Park at Fifth Avenue and 59th
Street. F r o m here stretches
walks, drives and bridle paths ... ·
always inviting to those who
love the out-of-doors.
Pa.ge 5
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In a city famed for its many delight£ ul restaurants The New
Weston's has

taken its place

among the best. Dining here is
always

a

pleasant experience

and combines a service of courteous consideration with food
that is truly delicious . . . food
prepared with the inimitable
skill of a master French chef.
Tables placed widely apart
rugs soft and noiseless . . . oak
paneled walls and harmonious
appointments add to one's enjoyment. Service here is a la carte,
except at breakfast, and affords
one the opportunity of selecting
from a menu such as is found
only in restaurants of true distinction.

Private dining rooms

are available to guests without
additional charge.
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Eounges

Guests at The New Weston need not
retire to their rooms when they wish
to rest, read or visit with friends.
An unusual degree of privacy will
be found in the lounges connecting
the Forty-ninth and Fiftieth Street
entrances. These lounges are available
at all times for the use of guests and
afford

cozy,

comfortable

corners

where one may be quite alone if
desired. Especially attractive is the
Old. English Room shown on the
opposite page. So home-like is its atmosphere one can well imagine he is
in his own living room, far from the
hustle of the city. Guests are urged
to use these lounges whenever it is
for their comfort and convenience.
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News Stand- all local newspapers and current magazines.
Foreign or out-of-town papers
secured on request. Lobby

Cigar Stand -

a

complete

line of cigars, cigarettes and
all smoking accessories. Lobby.

Beauty Salon-h a

ir a n d

facial treatments of all kinds.
Manicuring. Services in Salon or
private room. By appointment.

Barber

Shop-expert

serv-

ices m all branches of work.
Room service by appointment.

,
'i
I

Bootblack.

Lower Floor.

Packages- prompt

delivery

of all packages to rooms. Arrangements for the acceptance of
C.O.D. packages must be made
i

previous to delivery. Call Cashier
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{Jeneral Services
Physician-a

house physician and
surgeon is in attendance. Registered
nurse available. Call House Physician.

Telegraph Service-day and
night service of Postal Telegraph and
Wes tern Union. Call Front Office.
Theatre Tickets-

reservations
for theatrical performances, opera,
concerts, and sporting events. Lobby.

Valet Service-cleaning,

pressing
( all by hand) and repairing of ladies
and gentlemen's clothing. Overnight
service if desired. Call Valet.

Pharmacy-drugs

and prescriptions. Registered pharmaceutis,t in
attendance. Call Haas Pharmacy.

Public Stenographer - Notary
-daily services from 9 to 5 P.M.
or by appointment. Lobby.
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Dining Privately,

in one's room

or apartment, is always pleasant.
Realizing this we have tried to perfect our room service of meals so
that they are an experience to be
remembered as well as enjoyed. It
is a point of pride with us that we

will prepare for you, in a few
minutes, any dish you may specially
desire. Please call Roam Service.

Special Menus

may be arranged

for whenever desired. While we try
to include in our carte d'jour an
i11teresting selection of foods, our
Maitre d'Hotel will be pleased to
cooperate with you in preparing
for special dinners or occasions.

P•ge 12
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with
gleaming service and tempting
foods, is a wonderful way to start
the day. Let us know your choice
... chilled fruit juice, crisp bacon,
toast and a pot of New Wes ton
drip coffee ... whatever it is, you
ma-y: be sure the result will please.
A call when you arise
breakfast when you're ready.
Please call Room Service.
Page lJ

In our effort to make you comfortable we have tried to provide
some of the more personal services
you may require. Arrangements
can be made for room service of
attendants from the Beauty Salon
or Barber Shop. It is advisable that
appointments be made slightly in
advance. When desired we will
provide a competent person to care
for children . . . act as guide or
companion . . . do personal shopping • . . or pack your luggage.
Details of traveling . . . such as
securing of tickets or reservations
..• viseing of passports or checking of luggage, will be given
prompt attention. In case of illness the house physician is always
available as well as the services of
a registered nurse. Whatever may
be your need, please call The
Manager. You may be assured of
our interest and full cooperation.
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•
American Geographical Society-Broadway and 156th St.
American Museum of Natural History-77th Street and
Central Park West
Aquarium-Battery Park
Battery Park-Southern extremity of Manhattan
Bowery-Lower East Side, from Chatham Sq., north to
Cooper Square
Bowling Green-Foot of Broadway
Bronx Park-Botanic Gardens, Northwest Bronx Park
Bronx Park; Zoological Gardens-East 180th Street and
Boston Post Road
Brooklyn Bridge-Park Row and City Hall Park
Carnegie Hall-57th Street and Seventh Avenue
Cathedral of St. John the Divine-I 13th Street and
Amsterdam Avenue
Central Park-5.9th to 110th Sts. and 5th to 8th Aves.
Cleopatra's Needle-at 72nd Street and 5th Avenue, in
Central Park
Chamber of Commerce-65 Libert)f' Street
Chinatown-·Mott, Pell and Doyer Streets
City Hall-City Hall Park
College of the City of New York-13.9th Street and
Amsterdam Avenue
Columbia University-I 16th Street and Amsterdam Ave.
Coney Island-South Brooklyn Shore
Cooper Union-Third and Fourth Aves., at the Bowery
County Court House of New York-Centre and Worth
Streets
Curb Market-Trinity Place, near Rector Street
Custom House-Broadway at Bowling Green
Ebbetts Field-Sullivan St. at Cedar Place, Brooklyn
Ellis Island-New York Harbor
Empire State Building-Fifth Avenue at 34th Street
Flatiron Building-Broadway at 23rd Street
Fordham University-Park Ave. at Fordham Road, Bronx
Fraunces Tavern-Broad and Pearl Streets
George Washington Bridge--(178th Street) Fort Washington Avenue
Ghetto-Vicinity of Delancey St., east of Bowery
Grace Church-Broadway and I 0th Street
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I
Grand Central Terminal-Park Avenue at 42nd Street
Grant's Tomb--Riverside Drive at 123rd Street
Greenwich Village--Vicinity of Washington Square
Hall of Records-Chambers and Centre Streets
Jumel Mansion-160tb Street and Jumel Terrace
Madison Square--50th Street and 8th Avenue
Manhattan Bridge--Bowery and Canal Streets
Metropolitan Life Insurance Bldg.-23rd Street and
Madison Avenue
Metropolitan Museum of Art-Fifth Avenue and 82nd St.
Metropolitan Opera House--Broadway, 39th to 40th Su.
Moritan Galleries-33 East 36th Street
Municipal Building-Park Row, opposite City Hall
N. Y. Historical Society-170 Central Park West
N. Y. Public Library-Fifth Avenue, 40th to 42nd Sts .
N. Y. Stock Exchange--8 to 18 Broad Street
N. Y. Telephone Building-Weit and Vesey Streets '
N. Y. University and Hall of Fame--West 180th Street
and Sedgwick Avenue
Poe Cottage--Kingsbridge Road and Grand Concouree
Polo Ground ■-157th Street and Eighth Avenue
Post Office (Central)-Eighth Avenue, 31st to Hrd Sta.
Produce Exchange--Bowling Green
Queensborough Bridge--59th Street, Manhattan, to Long
Island City
Roosevelt House--26 to 28 E. 20th Street
St. Patrick's Cathedral-Fifth Avenue, 50th to Sht Sta.
St. Paul's Chapel-Broadway, between Ful:on and Vesey
Streets
Singer Building-Broadway at Liberty Street
Statue of Liberty-Upper New York Bay
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument-Riverside Drive at
89th Street
Trinity Church and Old Graveyard-Broadway at Wall
Street
Tombs Prison (Bridge of Sigh,) and Criminal CourtCentre and Franklin Streets
U. S. Navy Yard-Wallabout Basin, Brooklyn Shore of
East River
U. S. Sub Treaaury-Wall and Nassau Streets
Van Cortlandt Mansion and Park-242nd Street and
Broadway
Washington Areh-Fifth Avenue at Washington Square
Wall Street-Broadway to East River, lower Manhattan
Woolworth Building-Broadway at Park Place
Williamsburg Bridge--Clinton and Delancey Street,
Yankee Stadium-157th Street and River Avenue
\
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MARIE S. BARLOW, Inc.
30 East 50th Street

•
INTERIORS
Horne and Office Inte riors Planned
and Executed in Authentic Design.
ConsuJtation s Without Charge.

UNUSUAL GIFTS

ACCESSORIES

Marie S. Ba1·low

Ruth S. Berlin

Telephone PLaza 3 - 3386, 4800

THE BRICK ROW BOOK SHOP
In corpora led

42 East 50th Street
E. BYANE HACKETT, Pres.
Manuscripts : : Autographed Letters
First Editions of Rare and J/ alu.able Books
Libraries equipped. Catalogues on
reque st. Inspection invited.

Telephone Wickersham 2-8060
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DI SALVO GALLERIES
Madison Avenue at 50th Street

•
ANTIQUES
and Re productions

•

•
English, French and Italian
Furniture - Silverware

THE CHINTZ SHOP
AGNES FOSTER WRIGHT, Inc.

443 Madison Avenue
A host of helpful suggestion s for home decoration. Delightfully designed chintz and other
fabrics . . . curtains and slip-covers made to
order.

Occasional and Garden Furniture
Decorative Accessories
Page 19

ELVEE ANTIQUE SHOP
3 7 East 49th Street
English Furniture, Bristol Glass, Pewter, Iron
and China - Inexpensive Gift Suggestions
Carried on for the benefit of
The Avenue A Children's Garden
COMMITTEE:

Mrs. James Roosevelt Mrs. Arthur Scribner
Mrs. Martin Vogel
Mrs. Andrew Zabriskie

IRENE HAULTAIN, Inc.
Interiors

Decorations

•
VIRGINIA

FULLER

44 East 50th Street

•
HATS

GOWNS

•
Gowns Made to Order
Selected Ready-to-Wear Apparel
Remodeling

•
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ERNEST

R.

GEE

35 East 49th Street

•
NEW and RARE SPOR1'ING BOOKS

on all subjects
FINE SPORTING PRINTS

•
Telephone PLaza 3-5775

SADA

MANN

435 Madison Avenue
GOWNS

: : WRAPS

: : MILLINERY

Distinctive Original Models and Importations.
Ready-to-Wear. Imported and Domestic Fabrics .

•
Your Own Designs and Ideas
Success/ully Executed

Telephone PLaza 3-2138
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MAYRO GOWNS, Inc.
37 East 49th Street
(Adjoining Hotel New Weston )

•

QUALITY AND ORIGINALITY
IN GOWNS
Rea sonable Prices Which E stablish
Satisfaction and Enduring Patronage.
Exclusive Models
Ready-to-Wear
Made-to-Order
Importations - Copies

•

Telephone PLaza 3-4 782

MOTT

&

GOLDEN AUTO SERVICE
lncorpora ted

127 West 53rd Street

•
PACKARD CARS
for hire b y hour, day, week or
month. With or without chauffeur.

First Class Service

•

Telephones : Circle 7 - 1164, 1165, 1166

•
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NAIDOFF

445 Madison Avenue

IMPORTER
Gowns

-

Suits - Coats
Accessories

Ready-to-Wear

-

Hats

Made-to-Order

Emphasizing those highly original details found
only in the better style and quality clothes.
All Sizes - Moderately Priced

Telephone Wickersham 2-7292

NEWS

STAND

in. hotel lobby

•
A Complete Line of
BOOKS - MAGAZINES - NEWSPAPERS
CIGARS • CIGARETTES - CANDY

•

CIRCULATING LIBRARY

o j all late fiction
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SCHNEIDER ART GALLERIES,
Incorporated

437 Madison Avenue

PAINTINGS : : WATER COLORS
FACSIMILES
Fine Framing a Specialty
Visitors Are Welcome

THEATRE TICKETS
in hotel lobby

•
Choice Seats for All Theatrical Performances,
Operas, Concerts, Entertainments and
SPORTI G EVE TS
THEATRE' PARTIES ARRANGED

•
Reservations in Advance or
for Immediate Use

••
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UFLAND & COMPANY
433 Madison Avenue

•
IIUPORTERS
MILLINERY
BAGS

and

OVELTIES

•
Telephone PLaza 3-8868

VALET SERVICE
(In Hotel New Wes ton)

•

FRENCH DRY CLEANING
REP AIRING
PRESSING
..
Complete Valet Service for Ladies' and
Gentlemen's Clothing. All Pres ing b y Hand.

Overnight Service if Desired
Call Valet Service
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DR. J. M. VAN DYK
444 Madison Avenue
(At 50th Street)

•

DENTIST

•
Emergency appointments may be made
at Front Office Desk.

Telephone PLaza 3-3360

"Flowers to Remember You By"
The prestige of the Van Praag Florist Co., Inc.,
adds to the enjoyment of fresh flower s.
Over 25 Years in the Heart of
New York CitJ

FLOWERS DELIVERED ON TIME
Bonded Member of the
Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

VAN PRAAG FLORIST CO., Inc.
431 Madison Avenue

•
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PARIS

ROME

LONDON
BERLIN
VIENNA

I

FLORENCE
BUDAPEST
PRAGUE

Charm! Romance!! Glamour!!!
From their homes in Europe our Travel Advisors have brought some of these Old World
qualities to New York City. Here is a unique
opportunity to discuss your Travel Plans with
a Citizen of Europe!

SOME OF THE MANY SERVICES
COURTEOUSLY EXTENDED
BY OUR OFFICES:
Steamship Passage to all parts of the World,
Independent Tours planned and executed,
Conducted Parties for Study and Pleasure
Cruises, Domestic and Foreign - Air Tickets,
Travelers Checks and Baggage Insurance issued,
Passports, Vises obtained- Hotels recommended.
You can now make the most advantageous
Trafel Arrangements without leaving your
Hotel.
All information gladly furnished
without obligation on your part.

ADVISORY TRAVEL BUREAU
Hotel New Weston
CHICAGO

Hotel Morrison

LONDO

87 Regent Street

PARIS

15 Rue de la Paix
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Antiques-furniture and silver
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Gallery
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